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PREFACE 
This volume contains most of t;he contributions presented at the "International Work- 
shop on High-Resolution Spectroscopy of Fission Fragments, Neutrons, and y-Rays" 
held at Technische Universität Dresden. 
The scientific aim of the workshop was to obtain a presentation of the current know- 
ledge of the methodology of high-resolution fission experiments. The main topics 
discussed at  the workshop were: 
Concepts for high-resolution fission-fragment detectors (systems). Minimiza- 
tion of experimental uncertainties. Detector simulation including a11 secondary 
processes. 
Experimental determination of correction coefficients (e-g. pulse height defect, 
efficiencies) . 
Precise data analysis. Correction procedures (e.g. prirnary-mass determination) 
and consequences of approximations. Error estimation. 
Special requirements in correlation experiments, e.g. neutron and y-ray apes- 
troscopy/counting in 47;. 
The contributions show, despite the Progress achieved in this field, that new expe- 
rimental methods in fission correlation experiments result in more preclse and more 
reliable data, which are the basis for a developed understanding of fissiou rlyriamics. 
d 
I The CO-operation with the colleaguea from Institut fiir Kern- und Uadrownphysilc 
of the Forschungszentruin Rossendorf e.V. in publishing tke proceedings iis 
I acknowledged. 
I am personally very thanlcful to Mrc. S. Eckstein for assisting nltv very e%cientBy 5x1 
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SPECTROSCOPY OF FISSION FRAGMENTS 
F. Gönnenwein 
Physikalisches Institut, Auf der Morgenstelle 14, D-72076 Tiibingen/Germany 
Abstract 
Tlie measurement of kinetic energies, velocities, masses and nuclear charges of fission fragments by 
pliysical metliods is reviewed. The emphasis is put on recent developments aiming at high resolution 
and precision. The shortcomings of existing techniques are discussed and some improvements in 
approach are suggested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present survey of experimental methods for tlie spectroscopy of fission fragments emphasizes 
high resolution and precision aspects. Basic principles are merely sketched, Instead of highlighting 
glamorous achievements, the report dweils on limitations in resolution and precision of existing 
techniques and points to discrepancies in calibration procedures f o ~  detectors which still have to be 
overcome. 
The measurement of the following characteristics of fission fragme~its are discussed: kinetic energy, 
velocity, mass and nuclear charge. Only physical methods will be addressed, with notably the well 
established and widely used radiochemical approach to fragment masses and charges, with and 
without chemistry, being not covered (see, however [PER 931). Besides the physical quantities enu- 
merated above there are of Course some further fragment properties of interest, like the fragment 
emission angle relative tc  a given axis, the fragment spin and most important, the fragment exci- 
tation energy. The measurement of these fragrnent properties wili not be described here, but the 
reader is referred to several contributions to this workshop where advanced detection techniques 
for neutrons and gammas being emitted from fission fragments are expounded. The fragment ex- 
citation energies are deduced from these neutron and gamma data. Furthermore, this report does 
not aim at giving a survey of the rather complex detector compuunds having been proposed and 
adapted to specific experimental requirements. 
In several respects the present review is an updated and complementary version of an account of 
experimental techniques for fission researcll having been given some years ago [GON 891. 
2. ICINETIC ENERGY 
2.1 EJ,ECTROMAGNETIC SPECTROMETERS 
Tlie cliallenge to measure with thc highest feasible resolution and precision tlie kinetic energies (and 
masses) of fission fragments is evidently best met with an electromagnetic spectrometer csnibining 
electric and magnetic fieIds to focus in space unslowed fragments, cmerging from a tiiin target and 
travelling in high vacuum, according to theis energy and mass, Thc low iurninosity of electromag- 
netic spectrometers necessitates, however, intense sources of fissioii fragments- This requirement 
can only be satisfied for Tissile targets placed close to the core of a high fiux raaetor. The use 
of electromagnetic spectrometers is, therefore, limited to the study of fission reactions induced by 
thermal neutmns. Two devices of this type have become known: the LOHENGRIH spectrometer 
installed at  tlie High F k x  Reactor of the TLL/Grenoble [MOL 755, and a spectrumeter instded at 
a reactor in Tashkent {AR1 721. A resolving power 6E for the kinetic energy better than 
keV is routineiy achleved on LOHENGRIN. It is not obvious how to ma%cli this rewlving power 
wi th electranic detectors. ~ h e  calibration of electrarnagnetic separators 1s straiglitforward and may 
be based, e.g., on ehe spectroscopy of @-particies from radioa~tfve sources whme energiies are reli- 
ably known- Although tlie iiitrinsic perforrnance of elec tsoxnagnetie speckrosneters is outstmding, 
it shouid bba pointed out t b t  it 5s sometimes di8icurt $0 maintain a similar leud of performa-nca, fos 
tfie physicd resutt~, e.g„ the kinetic crncrgy distribution Jior n given frägment wass fram s, Sssion 
reackion, This Is due to the fact thst;, fo the exampb given, t-lie energy distributioa h a  to be taken 
point-by-point for narrow windows in energy and, most cumbersome, for several ionic cliarges of 
tlie fission fragments. Tlie whole procedure is, liencc, time consuming and tlie burnup of tlic fissile 
target in the high neutron flux hrts to be carefully accounted for. 
2.2 SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS 
By far most of fission research has been performed in the last 3 decadec by making use of scriii- 
conductor detectors. In fact, the workhorse far detecting fission fragments has been and still is 
the surface barrier detector (SBD), a single crystal silicon wafer with a p-n junction a t  one of the 
surfaces and with the wafer being properly contacted at tlie front and rear side. The SBDs havc 
become very popular since they are easy to put into operation, rugged, versatile as to sizes and 
shapes, and commercially available in high quality. Basically the working principle of a SBD io 
similar to  an  ionization chamber, with electrons and holes created by the incoming radiation being 
collected a t  tlie respective electrades. 
An example for the energy resolution to be achieved with a SBD for heavy ions is shown in fig. 
1 [WEI 851. A commercial SBD (ORTEC F) was placed in the focal plane of the LOHENGRIN 
spectrcameter an$ irradiated with fission fragments from the light mass group. For a spectrometer 
setting of mass/ionic charge A/q = 5 several "mass lines" with AA = 5 come forth in the pulseheight 
spectrum. The different mass lines correspond to fission fragments with one single ion velocity and, 
for this reason, they are staggered in kinetic energy by a fixed amount. In the case of fig. 1 the 
energy shift A E  from one mass line to a neighboring one is A E  = 4.4 MeV. With this calibration 
the energy resolution 6E of the SBD is readily obtained. For example: for mass A = 95 the 
energy resolution (FWHM) SE a t  a kinetic energy of E = 83.6 MeV is found t o  be 6E = 1.3 
MeV. More generaily, the energy resolution is observed to be 6E21.0 MleV and 6E22.0 MeV for 
fission fragments with typical masses and energies from the light and heavy group, respectively, of 
asymnuetric Frscion of tlie lighter actinides. 
Fig. 1: Pulseheigbt spectrum oli a siir- 
face barrier detector for fissioii 
fragments with AA = 5 and A E  = 
4.4 MeV. Bias a t  nominal valii~, 
R o m  EWE1 851. 
To avoid tliese sliifts in actual experiments, it is common practice to  monitor continuously the 
reverse current and to compensate its increase due to radiation damage so to keep the voltage drop 
across llie diode constant. Of major concern in fig. 2 are, however, the high energy tails sliowing 
up in tlie pulselieight spectrum. Tlie tails are probably due to charge multiplication. Overbias is 
obviously Seen to be Liable to impair the energy resolution of SBDs and care should be taken to 
avoid charge mu1tiplicat;ion. 
Fig. 2- Same as Fig. 1, but with 
bias at almost twice the nom- 
inal value. From {WEI 853. 
CUANNEL NUWBER 
The energy resolution of SBDs for incoming heavy ions is somewhat disappcointing. By comparison 
to a gas ionization chamber, the energy required to create an electron-hole pair in a semiconductor 
like Si is about a factor of ten smaller than the energy needed to form an electron-ion pair i i t  
a gas. From this observation an energy resolution improved by a factor lof roughly three could 
have been anticipated for a SBD. This has proved to be not corsect. Tliiere are tliree distinct 
contributions usuaily invoked to  explain the unexpectedly poor energy resolution of SBDs Tor Iieauy 
ions: straggling of tlie energy ioss in the entrance window (dead layer) of the SBD, straggliiig oT 
the recombination loss in tlie column of dense plasma along the particle track, and straggliiig 
in the total charge produced dite to atomic (c'nuclear") coüisisns converting part s f  tlirt incomiiig 
energy into lattice defects and vibrations. S h e  above tliree effects bring about an even more serious 
difficulty when calibrating the response of SBDs to heavy ions. h is weU known that lieavy iom 
being detected in a SBD suffer a so-called pulseheight defect (PHD) compared t o  light ions as e+g. 
protons or a-particles. For a definition of the PHD A we refer to fig. 3 [FIN 51. ~1~~ figure shows 
schematically the response function, ix. incoming energy E versus puiseheight X produced, of a 
SBD for a Light and heavy ion, respectively. As borne out by the schematic, for the same energy E 
a heavy ion delivers a smaller pulseheight X than a iight ion, whicb justiiies the name "pulseheight 
defect". Slightly misieading, though, the PHD A is comnionly defined as the riifference be.tween 
the energy E of a Iieavy ion and the energy of a light Ion BL1 yielding the s a e  pdsebeigkt X (s, 
fig. 3). Ac proposed by H.W. Schmitt et al. [SCH 651 the respanse funct io~ oT SBDs for heavy ions 





Fig. 3: Schematic presentatioii of the responce Liiric- 
tion of a surface barrim detector for light 
and heavy ions. The pulseheight defect A 
is indicated in the figure. Frsm (FIN 851. 
~ 
Pulse height 
witif W the energy lost per e -  - h f  pair created. Tlie PHI) A is t lwi found t s  be 
A = E - E L 1 = ( a + a ' M ) X + ( b + b f M ) - W X  , ( 3 )  
The PHD has been studied over and again (s., e.g. [FIN 851). Results frolm an often quoted more 
secent systematic investigation of PHDs are presented in fig. 4 [OGI 861. S h e  PI-IB is plotted as a 
function of the incident energy for 6 3 C ~ ,  79Br and 1 2 7 ~  ions. Each panel ciorresponds to  a different; 
detector (ORTEC) with resistivities ranging from e = 436Q crn (No.2) to  7700 52 cm (No.1)- The 
PHD behaves quite similarly for all detectors and increases, both with incident energy and mass of 
the ion. Tlie authors have derived an empirical analytical function for the PHD which is depicted 
in fig. 4 as a solid curve for comparison with tlie experimental data points, The empirical relation 
is seen to fit closely the experimental results. Also the dependence of the PHD on the electric field 
strengt11 or bias valtage (not shown in fig. 4) is well described by this relation, Nevertheless, ttic 
prescription having been given for the PKD should not be adopted without care for scmicoriductor 
diodes from different manufacturers or having been fabricated by different techniques (s. below). 
Fig. 4: Total pulseheight defect for several heavy ions and various surface barrier detectors as a 
frtnctisn of ineomin energy. Fi.wn fOGI 
A new type of semicanductcrr' detector, tho PIN diade, has been introduced to fission research in 
lxttrinsic Silicon bdng doped on the front and rear side of 
ually as a photo diode, its large male production leads to 
attractive prices. Though having been developed with a completely different application in mind, 
tlie performance of PIN diodes for detecting fission fragments is remarkable. This is demonstrated 
in fig. 5 wliere a pulseheiglit spectrum similar to fig. 1 obtained again on tlie LOHENGRIN 
spectrometer but for Alq = 4 is shown [SPI 921. Tlie energy resolution to be read from tlie figure 
channel 
Fig. 5: Pulseheight spectrum of a PIN diode for fission fragments with AA = 4 and A E  = 4.29 
MeV. From [SPI 92). 
for tlie mass number A = 84 at the incident energy E N 90 MeV is SE = 1.22 MeV. For fission 
fragments from tlie heavy mass group the energy resolution is typically 6E FI: 2 MeV. These figures 
compare favorably with those reported for the standard SBD. On the other hand, the PHD for PIN 
diodes appears to be larger tlian for dedicated heavy ion SBDs. In fig. G the PHD for several PIN 
diodes from the Same brand (SIEMENS) is plotted a s  a function of the incident ion energy [SP1 
921, together with earlier data for an ORTEC heavy ion SBD [FIN 771. PHD data are shown for 
three different mass numbers: A = 84,101 and 140 for tlie PIN diode, and A = 86,101 and  140 for 
the SBD llabeiled f. First of all tlie scatter in the PHD valiics for given mass and encrgy tat-chtrs tlic 
eye whicli for the diodes analyzed amounts to rtl MeV. Seconcl, coznpared to thc SI3J1, tlie P l I U  is 
roughly twice as large for the PIN diode. I t  should be noted in passing tliat thc PIID for the SI311 
from the earlier stucly ([FIN 771 in fig. G) seenis to be sycternatically lomar by about 1 MeV thari 
for tlie SBDs of more recerit prodiictioii ([OGI 561 in fig. 4.1, though ~naiiuiactured by tlic sarnc 
cornpany. This underlines the warning given above tliat il is not advisable t o  rely on a uxiivetsal 
PIID relationsliip . 
An interesting proposal is to exploit the channeling of ions in the cingle crystal of a semiconductor 
device. Ions travelling in a channel should suffer no head-on collisions and the longer range, or, 
equivalenitly, lower specific ionization should reduce recombhation losses. Both effects should help 
irnprove the performance of a detector operated in the cha.nneling mode, The response of a chan- 
neling detector to fission fragments has been studied in detail a t  the electromagnetic spectrsmeter 
in Tashkent [ALE 92 a]. The pulceheight spectrum for fission fragments with mass number A = 137 
and kinetic energy E = 67.3 MeV is displayed in fig, 7. In the left the fission fragment brram 
entered the detector at an angle of 3 O  with respect to the 110 > crystal &s, No channeling is 
observed. In the riglit spanel the < 110 > crystal axis was oriented parallel &B the fsagment bearn. 
Two distinct peaks show up in the spectrum, The peak at  lower pulseheight corresponds to un- 
channeled ions (cf. left panel) while the peak shifted to larger pulseheiglits js due to ctianneled ions, 
Evidently, the energy sesolution in tlie channeiing mode is markedly improved. Typicdiy, for llte 
Fig. 6: Pulseheight defect of several PIN diodes (labelled No. 2 through 5) lor fissio~i fsag~rierits 
with mass numbers A = 84,101 and 140 as a function of incident energy (small symbols). 
Same for ORTEC SBD for mass numbers A = 86,101 and 140 (labelled f, large symbols). 
From [SPI 921. 
heavy mass group an energ-5 resolution S E  better than SE N 1 MeV is reported and, hence, a gain 
in resolving power by a factor of 2 is achieved compared to the standard operation of a SBD. It is 
also found that , the energy Ioss in the contacting electrode at the surface taken apart, the PHD has 
dropped to virtudly Zero in the channeling mode. These are very appealing features. Drawbacks of 
the channeling technique are the smdl admissible divergente (60.5") of the ion beam and the fact 
that, wen for perfecelg! aligned crystals, the fraction of channeled ions does not exceed some 85% 
[ALE 92 b]. To take fuH advantage of the technique, the unwanted background due to unchanneled 
ians has to be suppressed. Pocsibly2 channeled and unchanneled ions could be disentangled by 
inspecting the timing cignal from the diode relative to an independent time-pick-off device in front 
C& the CBB. 
2.3 IONIZATION CIIAMBERS 
There has been a spectacuiar comeback of detectors for fission fragments based on tlie collection of 
electric cliarge produced upon tlie Passage of an ionizing particle tlirough gas. The siinplcst devicc 
of this type is tlie classical ionization chamber (IC) consisting of 2 plane electrodes, a cathode and 
an anode, placed inside a gas volume. In the operation mode as TC the bias voltage is sufficiently 
low to avoid charge multiplication, either by electrons in the gas or by ions hitting the cathode. 
The anode is usually shielded by a Frisch grid and the energy of ions being stopped in the gas is 
deduced from the electron charges collected on the anode. The ions may enter the sensitive gas 
volume either perpendicularly t o  the electric field set up between cathode and anode, or parallel to 
the field. In tlie latter case the cathode serves simultaneously as entrance window for ions having 
beeil generated outside of the chamber. For reasons to become clearer below, a chamber with this 
design is called a "Bragg ionization chamber" (BIC). 
There are several advantages to be mentioned in favor of ICs compared to SBDs. The specific 
ionization density in a gas is lower than in a semiconductor material and recombination losses 
are expected to be reduced accordingly. Tlie harmful infiuence of atomic (nuclear) collisions may 
be minimized by employing gases with light constituents like methane, isobutane etc. The thin 
entrance window separating the sensitive gas volume from the outside (e.g. vacuum) is a delicate 
part of any IC but, a t  least, the dead layer due to the window is under better controll of tlie 
experimentalist than the dead layer of an SBD. Finally, by continuously exchanging tlie counting 
gas any radjatjon dainage to tlie chamber chould be preveiited. 
Nevertheless, for an IC op&ated with a light gas, the excellent resolving power for the kinetic 
energy of fission fragments came as a surprise. An example is prwided in fig. 8 [OED 531. With 
Pulse ht i~ht  iencrgyl 
from a measurement of their energies, E1 and E2: 
Tlie experimental setup chosen was a twin Bragg ionization chamber, the  WO sectisas of tlin 
chamber being. mounted back-to-back and sliariag a conimon cathode. Tlie coutilixig g~ wu 
pure methane. A thin fissile 235U-target (thickness a few pg/cm2) on a thin C-backing (thick- 
ness !jPg/cm2) covering a hole at the center of the cathodc was irradiated by thermal neutrons. 
Complementary fragments were intercepted by the two sections of the cliamber. A mass spectruni 
obtained in the cold fission region is shown in fig. 9. It should be pointed out thst  the spect&cular 
mass resolving power in fig. 9 is only to be acliieved if the intrinsic energy resolving power of the 
chamber is not impaired by energy straggling in the target and backing. This requirement puts 
stringent demands O n  the quality of both target and backing. 
Fragment mass spectrum measured with 
a twin ionization chamber in cold fission 
of 236~*. Rom [SIM 901, 
In strai~ge contrast to the outstanding energy reso~lution of ICs, the question concerning the pulse- 
height defect in gas-fiued detectors and, hence, the energy calibration is still a t  issue. All studies 
conducted so far at least agree that the response of an IC is well described by the ansatz of eq. (1) 
for the  parametrization of the PHD. For an often used gas mixture, viz. (90% Ar + 10% CI&), 
there appears t o  be definitely a non-zero PHD. This is shown in fig. 10 where the PHD A is plotted 
Fig. 10: Pulseheight defect as a function of inci- 
dent energy for several ions (in LSS units). 
Curve A: Si-detector. Curve B: ionization 
chamber with (90% Ar + 10% CH4) as 
counting gas. E o m  [BUD 871. 
B,CtXRPIY ULSS UNlfSt 
as cc funcgbn ~f encrgy [both in LSS units) for same heavy ions [BUD 87, HAM 931. Though thc 
rve B In fig, $0) 3s smaller by n factor of 2 compared to  a Si-deitector (curve A), 
gil&, A sirnilar conchsion was reached for isobutane as the counting gas 
hwd, for the windowless kwin ionization chamber already mentioned [SIM 
tbd the PHI3 is virtually Zero when operating the chamber with inethanc, 
Tha mcorIb; irxferzed fmrn a compar3son uf the knotvn exact mass in cold fission with the mass 
I c )  . Corbon backmg effec: 1spg1cm2) 
- 
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Fig. 11: Mass shift 6m between calculated and ex- 
act mass for fission events with energy 
E = 110 MeV. Triangles ("experimental 
vilues") are calculated with PHD = 0. 
Full points ("carbon backing effect") take 
into account energy loss in backing. Curvr 
("PHD effect") assumes b' = 10 keV/aniri 
(s. eq. (1)). From [SIM 901. 
calculated from eq. (4) under several assumptions for the PHD. The difference between calculated 
and exact mass as a function of the latter is mapped in fig. 11 [SIM 901. The shifts calculated for 
the PHD set to Zero ("experimental v a l u e s Y ~ n  fig. 11) are well accounted for by the energy losses 
in the thin carbon backing, while even a small mass slope of d A / d M  = 10 keV/amu for tlie 
coefficient O' in eq. (3) is clearly at variance with experiment. It is difficult to conceivc: timt 
tlie two gases, methane and isobutane, shauld behave very differently as to the PHB. I h r  a fair 
comparison, however, the influence of the entrance window, the ions had to traverse in the isobutanc 
chamber [WEI 861, has to be inspected. T h e  energy loss of fission fragments in polypropylene, a 
typical window material, is shown in fig. 12  [AIT 901. The energy loss data were taken on the 
LOHENGRIN spectrometer and are given for a nominal foil thickness of 100 pg/cm2, i.e. 2 to 
3 times tlie actual thickness of entrance windows. The energy loss in fig. 12 exhibits a csmplex 
pattern as a function of fragment mass aad encrgy. From a detailed analysis of the rcsponse of an 
IC [WEI 861 it is concluded that the contrib~ution to the PlID by tlie gsts js non-zers for isobutane, 
i.e. at variance with the result quoted for metliane. Evidcntly, the question concerning the PKD 
in gases employed in ICs still deservcs more iiivestigations. I t  is a pity that tlie precision in the 
energy calibration of ICs does not mstch tlieir energy rcsolution. 
3. VELO CITIES 
Veloci ties of fission fr agments are measured by the time-of-fiight me tliod, Qarious working principles 
have been empioyed for developing timing detectors. Since rio bacically new techniques have becozne 
known these last years, tlie reader is referred for details to a retent review [GON 891, Fm the s a h  
of compieteness the more popular methods are enumerated here. 
The timing behaviour of semiconductar detectors has extensively becri studied. In principle, % h i n g  
with resolving powers well below 62 = 200 p8 is feasibh. A aifliculty, liowever, axise8 :svtfch is Ziaked 
to tlie dependence of the pulse shape on the ion's mass, cha~ge and energy, T b  48 demorishrated 
in fig, 13, wliere the voltage pulse across a CBD is pfotted for a -pa~t ides  
iission fragments (bottorn panel) [HER 781, 'Thc variatian in shape is dne te tZte pliasma is Ehe w&c, 
of the ion's gath which has "tü decay by difffusion ancl erosion before aan e8i~ient chargc colloction 
sets in, Tlie iniiibitian In 51% pulse rise ti,me 1s sensed tsgr tlie electronicg iw a ä"ltlasma ddayty", 
4 Y I 1 1 I I I I 
25 J5 45  55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 
f ragmenl  e n e r g y  / MeV 
Fig. 12: Energy loss as a function of incident energy for fission fragments with masses ranging from 
A = 85 up to A = 144 in polypropylene foil with thickness 100 pg/cm2. F'rom [AIT 901. 
Elg. 13: VoItage pulse in a SBD as a function of time 
for 6.1 MeV cr-particles (panel (a)) and typi- 
cal light fission fragments from 25'Cf(sf) (pancl 
O d Z J f 4 6 ' E B  
firn* d uts 
(b)). From [BER 781. 
k d&c&e to m s a s  a n 4  hence, for demancling applications a 
PE appmpsate choice. 
fer timing pwposes provided fas t  signals are generated through gas 
ortional chamberc [CEA 70, BRE 821 or parallel plate avalanche 
r)a detecijom may be h i l k  with timing capabilities approachhg 
dettectm are convenient far providing the stop signal of a time- 
iag, &,e Start deteetor, un the other hand, ideaIIy hns to fuffill 
tlie additional requirement of not altering the ion's velocity to be nieasured. The condition is bcst 
met by detectors sensing tlie secoiidary electrons emitted from a tliin foil when an ion traverses 
the foil. Tlie foil can be made very thin, correspondjng to energy losses foi fission fragirieiits 
of typicaiiy Al3 N 1 MeV. The electrons are conventiortally registered by multicliaiinel plates 
delivering a fast timing signal. Various schemes have been proposed for deilecting tlie eleclro~is 
without perturbing the ion's path: magnetic deflection [ZEB 771, electrostatic deflection [BUS 801, 
multichannel plates with a centrd hole for the free Passage of ions [OED 81, NAG 881. With these 
devices timing resolutions well below 6t = 100 ps have been achieved. Still further improvements 
may be expected by carefully so shaping the electron collecting anodes that fluctuations in the 
transit time of electrons from the foil to  the anode and/or in the signal travelling time across the 
anode to  the pickup cable are rninimized. 
As a side remark we should like to  point out that, with the above highly performing timing de- 
vices, fission fragment velocities can nowadays be determined quite reliably. It may, therefore, be 
suggested that  time has come t o  reach an agreement on absolute calibration Standards for fission 
fragment velocities and, in the wake, possibly also kinetic energies. A convenient standard reaction 
could be spoiitaneous fission of 252Cf. The reaction has been studied once more in two recent 
experiments with high precision in mind [HEN 81, KIE 921. Results for the average velocities, 
< VL > and < VH >, and the standard deviations, (TL and (TH, of the velocity distributions for the 
light (L) and heavy (H) group, respectively, are summarized in table 1. As Seen from the table, 
there is assuring agreement in the outcome of the two experiments. The  data may, lience, servc 
with confidence as a base for calibration purposes. 
Table 1 
Velocity data for fission fragments from 252 Cf(sf) 
HEN 81 1.367 f ,006 .067 1.034 f .005 .M1 
KIE 92 1.369 k -009 .064 1.035 ;t- -007 -078 
4. MASSES 
For the accurate determination of fissisn fr-rnent masses electrosnagnetnc separators like LOHS-H- 
GRIN are unrivalled. Detector based instruments are gnerally rnuch Pass pesfsrming, tbs anly 
exception being twin ionization charnbers fsr the special case uf cokd dission studiee (s. Rg. 
least ambiguous approach t s  final fragnient rnasses (aftee prompt neutron emission) Es to anpeartrp 
simultai~eously the fragment3s vdocity V and kinetic enaergy E, But rtrcrri pushing thr? tesaivir~ 
powers for V and E close to e fmits  accessible nowadws, s 
spectramcter of the fLL [OED , the mass resolutisn SM in khe 
1s not better than dM N 0.6 U, and in the heavy group eue 
blame a n  the energy straggiiing in the entmnee window of Ehe h&*LEisn c h a d e r  uced ;aa; 
detector in the spectrometer. If, with a, Et tle fancy, this drrttwback couki be svercame to raacln 
intrinsic resolu.ttun of E s ,  thkhe masa aesohing power could be dram&Zirdhy imp 
refinements should not be envisaged. So far, in most cases, only average netitroii csrrections havc 
been considered. With some back-up from theory and/or experimenl it sliodd be psssible IO pudi 
tlie evaJiia.tiori to also include tlie dependencc 01- ncutrori crrijssiori riiirnbcrs 011 !h@ t0ta.1 kitidic 
energy release in fission [DUR 931. 
~b 
5. NUCLEAR CIIARGES 
The measurement of fragment charges by physicd methods is delicate and, as yet, not fully sstisfac- 
tory. A powerful method is to identify specific ninclides among fission fragments by high-resolutisn 
7-ray spectroscopy [PER 931. Valuabk information on independent yields and global ccharge distri- 
butions has been gained by this tool. It must be said, however, that thes method is not applicable 
to aU nuclides and that charges cannot be tagged event-by-event. 
Bragg curve spectroscopy for measuring fission fragment charges is superior in this respect but, on 
the other hand, limited so far to studies in tlie light fragment group. The idea behind Bragg curve 
spectroscopy is readily explained by referring to fig. 14. The anode current as a function sf time 
Fig. 14: Anode current in a Bragg 
ionization chamber as afunc- 
tion of time for typical light 
(top panel L) and heavy (bot- 
tom panel H) fission frag- 
ments from 235 U(n,f). From 
[SrJXJ 881. 
I 
h,tas been registered by a transient recorder in a Bragg ionization chamber (BIC) for typical light 
and hewy fragrnents separated by the LOHENGRIN spectrometer [STU 881. Time Zero in fig, 14 
carrwponds to the time of entrance of the heavy ion through the cathode window into the chamber. 
Tbis timfiig signal may be derived from the cathode. In a BIC the anode current as a function 
of time rnairrors the number of electrons having been produced by ionization along tlle track of an 
ion as a function of distance from the sensitive grid-anode volume. For a constant drift velocity oi 
elec8rcsns in the electric field between cathode anid grid, the anode current should fairly reprodii~c 
the Bfifragg curve (specific ionization) of the ion lbeing slowed down in the counting gas. The tiriic 
i n t ~ g r d  ofthe surrend, I.e, tfre total electronic Charge delivered, is proportional to the total kinelic 
errerrgy af the 3011, The area ander the curves and, hence, the energy is seen in fig. 14 to  be larger for 
'E: $haa fair Jwavy fragmentw Relevant for charge separation are, however, the variations 
curvec. The differences in shape for light and heavy fragments are well 
ug, unfortuaately, in fission the fragments emerge with mases,  &arges and 
the &agg curves for neighboring nuclides closely resemble each other. In 
Gficatisn BE fissio~k fragmenits has so far only been successful by analyzing the 
H separated as to both, masses and energies. The remaining shape 
e unliqely due $0 the nmlear charge distribution .within the sample. It i s  
sfrape vnriatians by rather gross means, Let us Stress more that 
W$ 2' 5 45 are safely meacurcd with the f,echniques hwing been put 
In the following somc examples of cliarge separations acliieved are given. Best results liave been 
obtained applying tlie otherwise well-known AE - E method witli a passive A E  energy absorber 
[QUA 791. Mass and energy separated fragments from LQliENGRlN passed a thiri foil ~nade froni 
Parylene C and the residual energy was determined witli a high resolution IC. A cliarge distribution 
observed is plotted in fig. 15. In principle a gain in resolution should be expected by measuring 
0  
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Fig. 13: Pulseheight spectrum of residual en- 
ergy for fission fragrnents with mass 
A = 97 and initid energy E = 98 MeV 
having passed through an absorber foil 
of parylene C. From [QUA 791. 
Mass 97 
Ianic Charge 22 
Klinetic Energy 98 MeV 
actively the energy loss A E  On a well-defined part of the track. An obvious approach is to use a 
standard IC (with field lines perpendicular to the particle3s path) and to subdivide the anode into 
two sections, a AE-section for the initial part of the track and a E-seetion for the residual part 
[BOC 881. A charge distribution obtained with a split-anode IC for fragments of mass A = 78 and 
energy E = 92 MeV on the LOHENGRIN spectrometer is shown in fig. 16. 
Fig. 16: Cpectrum of energy loss AB for fission 
fragmeats with rnass A = 78 alid eraergy 
E = 92 MeV in an ioniaation charnbcl- 
wi th spEt A E  - E anodes. Cliagc nuiii- 
AIternatively, tjut again for mass and energy separated fragments, the ranges of iens in e.g. a 
cany infoixmcteion on tbeir n d e a r  charges, In a Bragg IC the fange ts fofound from the minimatl 
drift, time of eleckrons to the anode (s, fig. 141, slnce the first electrsns to  amive ctt the anodvj a m  
thme genierated a t  tlie vesy end oi the track 10223 833, D i e  methud has been tested On LOTTEN- 
=GliU@ m d  sllarge distribution fw Slragmwts with rnaw A = 97 md energy B = 96 M d  is 
presenkd In Jig. 17. The ratlge metttod ftw been applied very succes~fubtllfy 3a stadSr;$ of cold Wssise 
witb & twin BIG [SEM $01. Charge dir;trjbutions br blto mwa 104/t32 af Passim fragrnenbs 
frsm "'U* MC abom h figrJ. 18 for different windoivs in total tfinetic eaergy qSXG 
304 189 .E %E 189.5 MeV 
Fig. 17: Charge resolution for fission fragments with 
mass A = 97 and energy E = 96 MeV ob- 
tained by the range method (minimum elec- 
tron drift time) in a Bragg ioiiizatiori cliarri- 
her. From [OED 831. 
Fig. 18: Charge resolution for fission fragments witli 
mass ration &/AH = 1041132 from 235U(n,f) 
in different total kinetic energy windows 
obtained by the range method in a twin 
Bragg ionization chamber. R o m  [SIG 91). 
ve spectiroscopy has been proposed for a twin BIC [BUD 871 and 
ficsion of 252C1F(sf) [KNI 921. In this variant from all thrw 
grid arid. anode, are processed to determine the iluclear charges 
-man Eo exfxact for identification of mclear charges ody 
, ~ k -  01' the range, 01 the Center of gravity of' 
ed 7fPEether di comprehensive analysis of the shape of 
resaIdrig powers for nuclear &arge. A promising step 
My for semiconductor deteetors [PAU 921, ~y andyzing 
tbpe of ~ekc to r  sigad6, charge numbers to 17 = 16 & ~ m a % s .  k s~rnikw pm~edurt! s h ~ ~ f d  bo applied to the anob signds 
from ionization chambers. Especialiy Bragg ICs appear to be well suited for implementing more 
advanced techniques of data handling. In fact, tlie anode current signals sliown in fig. 14 represent 
Bragg ciirves taken with a BIC and digitized witli a transicnt rccorder. 'Tlicse digitized dnta are 
directly amenable to a thorough shape analysis of tlie Uragg curve, encnmpüssing and, liopefully, 
superseding both, the A and the range method. To tliis purpose the data have to be transferred 
event-by-event to a small on-line computer and a judiciously cliosen function has to be fitted to 
the data. Guided by theory, the fit Parameters should be optimized to yield, besides tlie fragment 
energy, tlie best feasible charge resolution. Note that the analysis should start from mass-separated 
fragments to yield optimum Charge resolution. The techniqite should on the other hand prove iisefiil 
to measure the angle between tbe fragment track and tlie chamber axis and, most interestirig, to 
identify events having been scattered in targets, backings, entrance windows or by atomic collisions. 
Of Course, tlie tolerable count rate for the proposed mode of analysis will be iimited to  some 100 
Iiz but, for liigli resolution experiments, the count rate in ICs should anyhow not much exeed this 
figure. 
G. CONCLUSIONS L 
Tlie present survey of experimental tools for high resolution spect~oscopy of fission fragments 
attempts to point out shortcomings of existing techniques and - in some cases - to suggest 
imgrovements, Attention is drawn to the following difficulties and remedies: 
1) Energy measurements with either semiconductor or gaseous detectors are hampered by the 
pulseheight defect. It appears that no  general rules, how t o  correct the response function 
for the defect, can be given which means that each detector has to be calibrated for heavy 
ions. Especially our knowledge on the pulseheight defect in different gases used in ionization 
chambers is scarce. More systematic investigations are definitely needed, The defect in gases 
miglit be expected to  depend smcothly on gas composition and pressure, dectric field strength 
etc. Once tlie defect is under control, the response of ionization chambers to heavy ions may be 
predicted from a calibratjon with light ions (a-particles) provided the energy loss in entranca 
windows or, for internal targets, in backings and targets 1s duly taken into account. 
The intrinsic energy resolution of ionization chambers Comes close tu the one for dectromag- 
netic Separators under actual working conditioris. A promising new teehnique is to opemte 
semiconductor detectors in tlie channeling mode. 
2) Time pick-off detectors for velocity measurements have reached a catisfactory state ~f develsp- 
ment. This is especially true for detectors sensing secondary electrons emittsd from thla hils 
upon Passage of an ion with multichannel plates. Some, probably o ~ l y  rninsir, jrnp 
these detectors could be foreseen by appropriateiy shaping the anodes coDecking t, 
Tlie high precision of recent experiments should aUow to reacb a 
on a still missing standard for the calibratim sf veloci~ies. A s 
reference is proposed. 
3) Mass measnremeni;~ rely on energy and velocity deteetsrs. They will paofit fmrn 
pcrformance of these detectors. The determination sf mMses by the ppl~puiaa (2 
methoda is impa;ised by ncutron emission frmn the fir-ments. 1x1 %he evaluati 
cosrecb;ions Ior neutron evaporafion couid be pushed 
not only the dependelice of average! neutrau number a 
of neutron nuniber on linnetic energy relea3e. 
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Experimental determination of corrections for 
ffission fragment invest igat ions using a Frisch 
gridded ionization chamber 
F.4. IIambsch 
JRC-CBNM, Steenweg naar Retie, B-2440 Geel, Belgium 
Abstract  
Although the invention of tlie ionization chamber dates back nearly 50 years the 
last decade has Seen a remarkable revival of this device for cliarged particle detection. 
I t  has become apparent that sucli a detector has distinct advantages. Not only does the 
ionization chamber allow measurements of total particle energy with energy resolution far 
superior to that of surface barrier detectors but also simultaneously the particlesi specific 
ionization density distribution (the socalled Bragg-curve) can be deterrnined, Therefore, 
besides tlie particle kinetic energy, mass and angular distribution, also information about 
the atomic number of the detected ion can be obtained using B double Frisch gridded 
ionization chamber. This type of detector is in use a t  CBNM since almost 10 years. 
I t  has been substantially improved during this period. Tlie special electronic treatment 
of the chamber pulses will be described. The necessary corrections to the raw chamber 
signals will be demonstrated step by step giving typical key-figures and the way t l ~ y  are 
implemented. An error estimat.isn will be given too. 
1 Introduction 
Ionization cliamhers witli Frisch grids wcrc tiscd as carly as iri tlic 40's For dlargeil pnrticlc 
detection. Already in 1949 Iliitic~iia.n~i ct al. [I] <Iisctissetl in dctaii sigriad gcticratiori ntarl 
corrections to be a.pplied dtie to grid incfftciency antl elcctron losscs diia to difliisiori. IIawc~m-, 
with tlie a.dvent of com~nercially available solid ctate stirface barrier d c t e c t o ~ ~  of high qrnality 
some 30 years ago the interest in Ionization cha.mbers was skrongly reduced, The last decade 
in contrast lias Seen a remarlrable revival of the ionization chamber due ta the Fact Ofiitt iS 
became apparent tlmt tlzis detector has distinct advantages. At CBNM ae~erlal irsnizaLEisn 
chambers have been developed over tlie past I0 yearr; and successfal& a~>@d tr, & 
particle counting ranging from protons, dphas,  fisslon fragments to  low energetir: k a ~ y  bns 
[3]-161. Although a paper about the chamber and sigsd generatiißa and treatment hhäs bwn 
published [T] not all tfie details and implementatians of the mrrectiians h.Etd bsen gg^ i~i;zsn+ 
Furthiermore the ioniza&m chamber origindly devetoped af; our insgitute has been copied at 
severd places. So tEs paper is inketrdurd to dwify ttte different strrps sf %Ba fi;tPyr;is, 
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Figure 1: Time dependence of the ionization chamber Signals. The 
c o s k 0  (full line), cosß=0.5 (dotted line) and cosd=l ( dashed line). 
2 Signal generation and treatment 
are given for 
The cha,mber construction and signal generation has been treated in different Papers [3]-[G] 
and in even more detail in PhD thesis works [8, 91. Nevertlieless, as at other places copies of 
our design are in operation and sometimes questions concerning signal treatment arise, it was 
found necessary to repeat paxt of it with special empliasis on the correcbions whicli have to be 
applied to the raw signals. The most crueial point is tlie grid signal, due to its complicated 
time dependence as seen in Fig. 1, As iong as the electrons move towards tlie grid, negative 
charges are induced. But positive cbarges are induced as the electrons move away from tlie 
grid to the anode. The total cliarge induced tlierefore is 
Q~ = - n e ( l -  X / D  cosß) + ne  (1) 
where n is thc number of i m  pairs created and X(E,A,Z) is the distance of tlie centre of 
gra;vi$y 01 tlie ionization density distribu&ioa from the origin of the track and is in general a 
function of fragment ener 33, mass A, and charge 2. The grid signal is a bipolar signaI (see 
Fig. 2b) and therefore dificiult to treat with conventional electmnics. A mach simpler signaf, 
however, is abtained when the sum of the anode 4 grid signal is formed electronically, since 
the dectrarrs mming between grid and anode induce thhe J;tIllf2 charge on the grid and tlie 
ansde but CI£ opposite sign, The slzm signal is giuen by 
CS, -n.cf(I - X / B  cosß). 
Tl& srtmrna;l;l~n PS ncttt;~JIy done udng wido b a d  ;tmpIi8ers an4 spfitting nf tlte aiiodc signnl 
Figure 2: X/D cose versus energy distributions for both cliamber sides in case of 252Cf(sf). 
a) Only active sample is tmversed. b) Active vdmple aiid backing are traversed. 
to maintain tlie original information, see e.g. refs. 28, 91. For fission fragment investigations 
usually a double Frisch gridded ionization cliamber is used. Tlie two anode and sum signals 
are acquired by a multi parameter acquisition system and stored on disk or tape. 
3 Determination of the corrections 
The oflline analysis starts with a check of the stability of tlie e:rperiment by monitoring tlie 
position of a precision pulse generator peak, continuously connected during tlie experiment. 
Electronic drifts are corrected by stabilizing t o  tlie pulse generator peak position a t  the begin 
of the acquisition period, where a calibration was made. Also the positions of the means of 
the distributions are checked to assure tliat not only thc pulser peak has drifted. 
The next step is to read off tlie X/D-values from tlie experimental distributions needed for 
the calculation of tlie angular distribution. For this purpose, tlie dependence of the grid 
signal (eq. (1)) on X/D is used. From tlie raw anode signal Q, tlie sum signal Q, (eq, (2)) 
is subtracted giving 
Due to electron losses a t  tlie I;iiscli grid, tlie socailed Frisch grid iiieficicncy rt- (SW rcf. [l] 
for details), a correction must be applied to tlie anode signal, beca.use tlie F I S ) - ~ a . l ~ e s  chould 
be known as function of tlie energy of the  fragment lea'ving the target 
Qa = QOnC + u(Q? - Qs)- (4) 
Than eq. (3) is divided by tlie corrected anode signal sesdting in an distribution rangin$ 
from 0 ( c o s 6  = 0) to T/D (CO& = 1) arid sliotvn in Fig* 2 fvr bot6 sides of the Essioning 
target. It is obvious tliat there is mucli more deterioration of the speetral distribu'tion for 
the part wliere tlie fission fragments have to  pass in addition to tlie active material iilso tke 
backing (Fig. 2b). The X/~-va lues  are then t&en as the l e ~ t  h a-t Iialf heiglit of b k .  spectsd 
shape s t  each anode pulse heiglit. Doing so tlie deperidence oT X on Fragment enegy is taken 
into account. 
One additional rcmark must be made here concerning €Ire grid i~ioficiertcy a rtnd tfie voltage.; 
applied to tlie different plates d tite ionizat'iofi cch~mber. Botlr are dependent on tlie chamber 
dimensions. The gfid inc%ficiency a can be minirnized cliottshg a.pprepriatr! ra.4; arid d"i%ta.nc~s 
Figure 3: XJD values versus energy as read off from Fig. 2 
Figure 4: cos6 versus energy distributions for botli cha.mber sides 
of tlre gfid wires. In our applications the values for o lie typically between 0.015 to 0.030, so 
tlie correction applied to the anode is  in the oder  of maximuin 3% of eq. (3). The voltages 
of t11e satl~ode V=, grid V, and a.node V, liave to be cliosen to fulfil Ilie following equation 
where p, a, l and p can be deduced from the cltamber dimensions (see ref. 111). Also the gas 
mixture uaect. as counting gas has to be considered and cliosen accordiiig to the experimental 
needs. Dnc! to differonces In the electron drift velocities of different gas mixtures also the 
voltages applied to the etectmdes ltave to be adapted. If possible a voltage in tlie plateau 
region of tltc drift velocity should be diosen, so tliat voltage clianges do not a.ffect tlie ~ u l s e  
heights. Figures of drift velocities of different gab mixtures can be found, e. g. in ref. [10]. 
The X/D values read off from tlie experimental distributions are t h n  plotted in Fig. 3 versus 
tfic; c~mcted anode lteigltt feq* (4)). Straight Iine interpolations are used to reduce the 
a m ~ u n t  af daka as seea in Fig. 3. Taking now these interpolated X / D  values and eq. (3) tlie 
dis trlbut;isa ac; fun~tion of tos@ can be calcuEated 
With the knwledge ol tos@ tlie mgtc dcpondent encrgy lass in tbo samplc and backing can 
~xp~r"t~raentt&ly ~k~rmined  if t f i ~  onad~ ppefse hag$af.t% is  pj~tted versus IfcosO. This is rlom 
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Figure 5: Anode pulse height versus llcos6. 
Figure 6: Resolution in angle. a )  Two dimensional distribution cos61 versus cos62, b) 
Difference ~os$~-cos& for all fragments and cosß > 0.5. 
because tlie Iength of tlie track within tlie sample increases with l/cosß. Fig. 4 ~liows a~ 
example the cos6 versus anode pulse height distribu tions for both chamber sides, Calculating 
tlie tnean of the anode pulse height distribution and plotting it versus llcosß gives tlie eiiergy 
loss vaSues to be incorporated into the analysis (Fig. 5). 
At this point a criicial ca.1ibration check is possiblc, beca.iise Llic st.raiglit. line int.crl)olstion 
througli tlie poiiits of botli liiics must iritersrct i n  t.hr sa.riic poirit wjlh tlw ofcliiia1.r'. I f  tfic 
two chamber sides are, Iiowcver, not well calibrat,ed t.lie two litics will iiot coincidr' 3.1 tlic 
Same intersecttion. Even caiibration diflerences of less tliati 1% arc! visible. The interscction 
point is a measure of the energy the fragments would Iiave K iio energy is lost. The eiiergy 
loss correction is found by takimg tlie differente to the true energy given by the intersectim 
point and tlie lines in Fig. 5 and is added in tlie next analysis step to the anode signal. Again 
intermediate values are irtterpolated. Of Course due to the finite tliicknesa of tlie active samp1e 
only the Inean energy lass can be accounted for, The origin of tlie fission eveint withEn the 
target is not known. Tlie error due t s  tltis fact is dependent on the twget titickness. For vt?ry 
thin targets, e.g. 252Cf, sliown in Fig. 5, this is certainly below 0.1 MeV an4 can be neglected, 
For tliicker tnrgets (e-g. 511 pgrcm2 235U~s) liowever, tliis srnounts tca ;Ibout Jt 8.35 MeV. 
The q~iality oif the angle detetmination can bs dem~fistratcd when ihe diRere11ee sas8r-co~I)2 
is plotted (Fig. 6b). Tl& figure shows the mliieved angular raol~ikion of FtVBU = 00,073 gor 
atl fragrne~its and cosQ > 025. Tlie subscripts 1,S d e r  to the two cliamber sides, In gig* 6% a 
two ditneiisiorial coonkoiir plot of eo:osßz vcrsus c0s6~ is given, darnotistfating thc quaEty oF tfw 
angle dtzterniitiatiori, 
Figure 7: PIID correction as function of mass for 2"~f(sf). 
4 Energy and mass calculations 
Now the anode signal is corrected in a way that tlie mass and kinetic energy of tlie fission 
fragment ca.n be calculated, as well as the angular distrihution. As the energy loss is increas- 
ing with increasing angle to tlie normal on tlie cathode, the energy determination becomes 
dubious far large 8. For tlie mass calculation therefore only fragments in a forward cone 
(cosß > 0.5) are taken into account. Yet anotlier quantity, tlie pulse height defect (PHD) has 
to be ronsidered. This effect is mainly due to nonionizing collisions between tlie fragments 
aiid the gas. Unfortunately tlie ionization cliamber does not allow to determine tlie PRD 
experimentally at the Same time with all the other corrections already mentioned. Also tlie 
PHD correction is different f ~ r  surface barrier detectors and ioniza.tion cliambers. Therefore 
the PHD tvas determined at the Pliysics Institute, University of Aarhus, Denmark [XI]. A 
detailed description of tlte results is already given in [7]-[9]- EIere only tlie results of the actud 
BHB correetian in the case of 252Cf(sf) with C& as counting gas is given in Fig. 7. However, 
it is also planned to check the quality of our PIID corrections by ca1ciila.tions performed for 
given mass and emrgy of tlie fission fra.gments with the TRIM program based on tlie en- 
ergy lsss tables of Ziegler et al. [12]. Up to now only socalled provisional quantities can be 
calcula.ted dtte to the fact that only tlie energies of tlie fission fragments are memured. For 
pre~eutron cpantity ca1cuIations the neutron evaporation as function of fission fragment mass 
and energy ~ n ~ t  be fraken iiito account. A1rea.d~ with tlie provisiona1 mass calculations and 
iebttirig EIte recttlting rnass versiis cosbl (Fig. 8) it is seen t1ia.t the mass dependence of X is not 
considered yet. An improvement of tlie cos8 resolution is.possible if this dependence is taken 
h t a  ac~ouat E?]. I~owever, the resoIution is stilI limited because tlie ionization chamber does 
not a1Istv a c~mpitete sepwation of iitdividual charges, so the charge dependence of X cannot 
be Xmpfema ted . 
5 GoncXuskrcsurs 
This pitlper PS inte~dad %o dles~dbe in detail t2re Biffsrent cteps of the anatysis of tlie raw ion- 
Ezatic~a ~ttii.mbei. sPgnalsr Espeeially tfioce wlricfi havc not been mcntioixed itt  [T] nor publislied 
dse~ulicire. TIte eriti~d steps ~znd possi%li%ies for Gros diecks have beett empl~aaised. Tlie 
c~&Iitg C$ abe Jissi~a fgagment, p~oper$;es deterniixtatjon ltca been dfomenstrated in different 
pu)rI5cratioan~, e,g+ [G ,  E$ 
Figure 8: cosß versus provisional mass for 252Cf(sf). 
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Abstract 
. -. 
. .ii mvestigation on spontaneous fission of 252Cf is described. Both fission fragmcius are 
detected coincidentally with a double ionization chatnber as a 4 n detector. Special 
techniques are detnonstrated which allow the deterinination of nuclear tnasses and 
charges for cold fission fraginents. Detector properties such as systeinatic errors and 
their correction are studied with the help of a particles. 
Introduction 
By definition cold coinpact fission fragineiits do not Ioose neutrons through evaporation. 
Thus the initid nuclear inass is coiisewed for both fraginent rnasses Al and A2 Due to 
rnoirientutn conservation the ratio of kinetic energies E1/E2 is proportional to the ratio 
A2/AL. In this case, csnesponding to the highest total kinetic energies, the exact tnasses 
can be deterrnined by the coincident registration of the fragrnent energies in a double 
ioiiization chainber. 
This resolution is not obtained in the region of average kinetic energies, where intnnsic 
excitation energy is distribnted stochas&ally on the fragments and the inultiplici~ of 
evaporated neutrons is unknown. 
In the case of cold deforined fission /I/, sirnilar to cold compact fission, the initial 
intrinsic: excitations are low. Each of the fraginents has a well defined deforination energy 
at the scissian point. The deforination energy is coiiverted into intrinsic excitatioii energy 
&I weil defined amsunts for each fragrnent. For these configurations rhe nuinber of 
etnitted neutrons is expected to be a constant. Thus there could be a chance to observe 
fine structure bbecause the suin of Al and A2 will also be a coiistant 
If the fragment rnasses nre perfectly resolv;lble, the fraginent nuelear charges can be de- 
tefrniiied by a tneasulceinent of the ionization track lerigth in the charnber. Consequently it 
will be possible to dererrnine the yieId far fraginent confrgurations in nuclear inass aiid 
charge as a functian of total kinetic encrgy. 
Further ii~vestigations are planiied in dlr: field of far asyininetric fission. 
Principle of the gridded double ioiiizatioii cliamber 
Figure 1 shows a cross sectioil of the chainber used in tlie experiinent All electrodes are 
axially syininetrical. The cathode at the centre is coininon to both chainbers. The 2"2Cf 
source is supported by a 4.4 pg/cin2 carbon foil and stretched over the centre hole. 'Tlie 
Frisch gricls are facing the cathode at a distance 1=38 inin. They shield the anodes which 
are spaced 5.3 tun  frotn the grids. Appropriate electric voltages are applied to the 
electrodes. The chainber is filled with pure inethane (CH,) at a pressure of 1 bar. 
As shown for an arbitrary fission event, the fraginents are stopped in the area between 
cathode and grid. Gas inolecules are ionizied along their tracks. All of the produced free 
electrons drift towards the anodes and penetrate the grids within 300 ns. The anode 
signal, ainplified with a charge sensitive. preatnplifier, is proportional to the atnount of 
produced ion-electron pairs, which to a fust approxi~nation is proportional to the 
fraginent kinetic energy disposited in the gas. Since the anodes are shielded, the pulse 
rising does not occur before the first electrons penetrate the grid. 
The ions retnain tnuch longer in the gas because their drift velocity is approxiinately one 
thousand tiines slower. They influence electric charge to the cathode iimediately when 
the electrons drift away. Once the electrons have disappeared, the induced charge on the 
cathode, originated by a fission decay, will be proportional to the total kinetic energy of 
both fission fragtnents and also a function of the einission angle 0 with respect to the 
chainber axis. The norinalised cathode pulse-height, i.e, the cathode pulse height divided 
by the suin of the anode pulse heights, is a monotone function of cos 0. 
A p r t  froin the ineasureinent of pulse heights and etnission angle, it is easy to evaluate 
the distance d between the end of the ionization track and the grid by lneasuring the time 
delay frotn cathode to anode pulse, which is the drift time t of the first electrons 





Figure 1; Cross sectim BE the double ionization chatnber. 
velocity and chainber length 1 is given by (see Fig. 1): 
With the tneasured drift tiine atid etnission angle, the fragineiits' track length can be cal- 
culated. Fragments with the same nuclear inass and the saine kinetic energy but of 
different nuclear charge have different track lengths. Therefore, when the tnass resolutian 
is perfect - ns it is in the case of cold fission events (Fig. 2) -, it is possible to distinguish 
fragtnents with respect to the nuclear charge. 
E 1 / E2 for Fission Fragments 
Figure 2: Scatter 
plot, E, E, in the 
region of cold 
coinpact fissiion 
of 2 W f .  Discrete 
inass lines are 
visible. Resndt 
without any cor- 
rection or angle 
cxAlitnation. 
EJectrurnic ti-eatment ~f the ctiamber signals 
Figiire 3 shows the scheine of the electronic set-up. Three preamplifier signals are shaped 
in spectroscopy main amplifiers. A high resolution, highly iinear CAMAC ADC. converts 
ttie &arge puEse ainplitude to digital nuinbers (13 bit). 
The drift time infortnztion is clerived fmn the prm~nplifier outputs by means of t i ~ d g  
Ster aiiipl"iers (TFA) and leading edge discriminaton (LE). As the cathode signal 
Comes f i l~ t ,  it is catlverted to a START aird the anode signals to STOPs for the CAMAC 
TDC. 
A s p e d  pile-up rejector detects signal pileup due to the more probable a decay of the 
zW2f soui*c'e. For such everits the da& aci~uisition is blocked. The reinairring tiine 
windaw wliere tlie rejector dom aot discerii a pile-up Is a width of approxiinately 1 ps. 
ith an a activity of S110Q/s the pik-op probability is in the orcier olO.5%. 
One fission event generates five paraineters: Three pulse heights and two drift time sig- 
nals. These are uiitially stored ui list mode on a personal cornputer and later transferred 
to a tnagnetic tape recorder. A special prograin /2/ coiitrols the data flow and generates 
one- or two-dimensional spectra which can be inonitored on-line. 
Rnsde 1 Cathode Rnode2 
Mult ipararneter Program Pulsheight ~2 D r i f t  Tlme 1 
"MULTI" by A .  Ruben 
Figure 3: Blectronic seeup of the experiinent. 
Resolution 
The intrinsic energy resolution of the ionizätion chamber is kiiowia to be 100 keV 
(FWHM) for heavy ions with a kinetic energy of 100 MeV, i.e. 0.1% /3/. Ttie electsonic 
noise of 15 keV for the electronic set-up was ineasured with a precisisii pulse generütor. 
The average energy strüggling of the fragineilt penetrating the backing foii is estiinated to 
be 25 keV for etnission angle 8=0 and 50 keV for emission angle 8=60°. 
Aiiother error occurs if the grid transpareiicy for the produced electmns is less than 1, 
Figure 4 sshows the pulse ainplitudes froin BI events ineasured as a furiction of cfecbic 
field strengths ratio on both sides of the grid. Sirice a decays have a very s h q  iyiUm h e  
in the kiiietic eiiergy distribution, tlie particles are very useful for tesring pmpsses. The 
rätio of field streiigths on the grid have an iiifluence on the atnount of electrons collected 
by the giid. This ainount decreases aiid approaches Zero for higher field strengths on the 
rear side of the grid. With tlie used gestnetry the ratis of 3 is necessary to avoid losses bi 
pulse ainplitude and also in energy resolution bwause the ainouiit sf  coliecteci electrsns 
oa the grid varies with tlie track orientation with respect to the grid wires. 
Thc resolution in drift time is liiriited by tlie electroiiic noise sf t h ~  preatnplifiers arid was 
ineasured ts be f iis, This value does not include the intrinsic errar du% to rage 
stragglirig. The ~tatistlcal vaviation in fragtnent range is esperztd to Be sinall coinga 
the sprt'hd caused by the electranic noise. 
~ 
Lorrection of systematic errors 
As the pulse height inay not be perfectly ~>roportioiial to kinetic energy, it is ~naiiciatory 
to caiibrate the chainber einpirically by the so called Schinitt calibration proceclure 151. 
This calibration assuines the pulse height p to be a functioii of partide inass in aiid 
kiiietic eliergy E. The relationship is assuined to be of the form: 
E = (a+u8m)p+(b+b'm) .  
The free Parameters ~night be found by the use of at least 4 calibration-points. Three 
poiiits are ali-eady known in literature: 1. the a line of 2"Cf, 2. and 3. tlie energies of the 
inost probable light and heavy fragineiits. These energies were basically decluced froin 
precise time of flight ineasureinents. As a fourth calibratioii poiiit tlie Zero point rnight be 
used, which is ineasured with the aid of a precisioii pulse geiierator. 
Another importaiit systeinatic error is due to the shieldiiig inefficiency of tlie Frisch grid. 
As the grid's shielding is not perfect, the positive ions rqi~ainiiig ui the gas affect the an- 
ode signal. The signal decreases when the Centre of gravicy of charge coines closer to the 
grid. Thus, track leiigth, charge density distribution aloiig the track (so cälied Bragg 
curve) and e~nission angle 8 are crucial factors to signal ainplitude. Figure 5 shows a 
scatter plot of drift-time versus pulse height for a particles, deinonstrating this effect. 
apulse amp1itudB vs. mtio of elec. Gelds on the gnd olphc heicht vs. drif t  time. no backing 
Fiig. 4: Effect of grid transparency Fig. 5: Grid shieldiiig inefficiency 
Rg, 7: Energy loss in tlie bücking 
Figure X: Energy spectrutn of a 
particles, rneasured in the 
chainber with no backing 
loss, after correcting for the 
effect of grid shieldiiig ineffi- 
ciency. The resolution is 20.5 
keV (FWHM). The tree lines 
are (from left to right): 
a, (6.03 1 MeV) froin 2mCf, 
a„ (6.076 MeV) and 
a, (6.1 18 M ~ Y )  .froin 2s2Cf 
The shift in pulse height fiom the shortest (0-l)) to the longest (0=90°) drift times is 
about 0.7%. However, this result has to be adapted to fraginent pulses as a particles and 
fraginents have different Bragg curves. Figure 8 illustrates the high energy resolution for 
a particles after correcting for the shieldipg inefficiency effect. 
Finaily, one has to correct for the energy Ioss of the fragment which penetrates the back- 
ing. Figures 5 and Figure 7 present the results of the saine experiinent, with the latter Ui- 
cluding the energy loss caused by the backing foil. Coinparing the two diagrains a pulse 
decrease is revealed on the backing side for long drift times (corresponding to large 
einission angles). The correction has to be done taking into account the rneasured 
einission angle and the average value of specific eiiergy toss for fraginents in carbon /4/. 
Drift time ineasiireinents inight suffer of electsic Geld iiihoinogeneities ui the chamber. 
Fortunately, the electron drift velocity as a function of field strength has a iiiüxiinuin in 
ineth,ane. Figure 6 shows the maxiinuin drift time as a function of applieti cnthode vole- 
age ineastired in tlie clinmber. Operating tlie chaiiiber with the appropriute voltage, elec- 
tson velocity will not vary inuch for slight variation of field strength. 
The cleterinination of nuclear charge, using the drift tiine iilforinahon becomes t:rikal for 
liiglier einission angles. hi order to improve the charge resolutioii, the anission 81igk kds 
to be colliinated by fikering the Iist tnode data. The normaliseci cathode pulse helght is an 
appropriate Parameter to deterrnine the einission angle. Since ihis pararmta" vaies 
slightly with the fsaginents' rnasses an8 charges, the use of a fix& vülue for cut-aff 
introduces errocs in the calculation of yields, Therefere it is necessary to geilerate a 
spectruin of enussion angles for each of the coiniinütiot~s of ttwss 2nd charge. Then a 
fixed fiwtion of the distribution in angles csrresponcis t~ .a f i x 4  solid angle of eiylission 
tvliich shoiikl be unbiaseci. 
Double ioiiizatioii tihaiiibers are very suitable instruineiits for fission experiinents. Tiie 
energy resolution is the best being attainable with ionizatioii detectors. The possibility to 
detect coincident fission products iii a solid aiigle of alinost 4 ir: inakes this iiistruinent 
favourable for investigations on fragineilt eonfigurations with low probabilities. Response 
and systeinatic errars of the detector are suitably studied with the aid of a a particle 
source. 
In the presertt investigation on cold fission of 252Cf the experimental situation is very ad- 
vantageous. The inass resolution is pesfect aiid the deterinination of iiucleas charges be- 
cotnes possible. Total yields as a function of kinetic eiiergy will be ineasured for each 
fragineiit configuration of iiiass and nuclear cliarge. 
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Abstract 
We descripe a new ionization chamber for the upgraded mass sep- 
arator LOHENGRIN at the h~ in Grenoble. With a new additional 
dipole magnet in the focal plane the counting rate car: be increased up 
to a factor of 7 and the background generated by scattering of fission 
fragments in the beam line and by charge exchange collisions will be 
reduced. The measured beam optics of the focusing magnet is in a 
good agreement ~ i t h  the calculations. A s trong divergence of incom- 
ing fragments in the ionization chamber with respect to the chamber 
axis calls for tbe measurement of the fragment entrance angle. The 
ionization chamber works in the AE-E mode. With the anode parti- 
tioned into two parts we have generated an angle proportional signal 
which is the electron drift time differente between the anode signals. 
The measured angle resolution was 3'. 
I Introduction 
Ionization chambers are a powerful detector system in nuclear physies. a"fre 
main advantage is the simple design and the  free choice for shapes and sfzes 
of electrodes, and for the distances between anode, Frisch grid an$ ca thsde  
During the last years ionization chambers were developed with an outstand- 
ing energy resolution (some 100 keV's for fissisn fm.gxents). For the L8-  
HENGRIN spectrometer ionization chambers wem used fer the detection ~f 
fissisn fragments and bhe deferminationof the nuklear char - Measuresnentri 
have shown that  iS  is possibie to detect fission fragments with a wery IP~W yidd  
down tca 10-' [BF30C88jb 
2 RED magnet and the beam optic 
To increase the counting rate of fission fragments on the LOHENGRIN exit 
slit the installation of a focusing dipole magoet (reverse energy dispersion 
- RED) was proposed and realized [FI091]. In future the investigation of 
regions in the mass distribution of fissile systems with a low yield will become 
possible with a higher efficiency. These regions are tripartition, symmetric 
fission and far asymmetric fission. Another aspect is the investigatisn of rare 
isotopes with very small quantities [FAUSl] . 
The advantage of a dipole rnagnet compared to a cguadrupole magnet is the 
very small influence of this focusing system in the mass direction in the focal 
plane. The &pole magnet can suppress background events which originate 
in scattering processes of fragments in the beam tube and charge exchange 
collisions during the flight of charged fission fragments in the spectrometer 
tube. 
The pole pieces were specially shaped to optimizie the focusing properties 
for the deflected particles. In the following figure 1 a calculation of the hori- 
zontal beam optics is shown. The dirnension of the focal point is calciilatcd 
to be 6 mm, prsvided Ehe trajectories of incoming fagments are parallel to 
a c h  other. 
With an cr particle source 241Ant the bearri optics of t h  dipole .:iagriet 
was investigated. The source was placed successively in three different posi- 
tions 011 the entrance side of the magnet. The configurations used were the 
central position and two off-center positions which correspond to a spatial 
dispersion of -1 20 cm on the separater parabola. The energy dispersion for 
LOHENGRIN along the exit slit was simulated by varjring the Bp values 
with respect to  the source position. 
Distarice froni magriet (tnrn) 
Fzgure 2 : The measured beum optics inside the focusing magnet 
The measurement is in a good agreement with the calculatisn, The exper- 
imentally determined size of the focal point was 7 mm. Taking into account 
the angular spread in the deflecting plane of tBe incsming  LI^ particles, which 
corresponds roughly to the actual spread in angk for the fisaion fragrnmts 
fsom LOHENGRIN, the  size of fhe f a p s  increased to about 20 rnm. 
3 The ionization charnber 
We have made use of a standard construction with a 1;Tiscli grid and a red-  
angular electrode shape (see figure 3). The grid cancels the dependence sf 
the pulse height 0x1 the entrance position of fragments into the chamber. 
The length of the electrodes is about 260 mm and the distance beetwen the 
cathode and tht: grid is 70 mni. With isobutane as cliarnber gas it is pos- 
sible to work with a typical pressure of 40 mbar. This has the advantage 
to reduce the differente between the pressure (vacuum) in the separator and 
the pressure in the chamber. In consequence leak rates and deformations 
of the entrance window are diminished. In front of the ionization chamber 
an adapter piece allowing turbo pumps to be used for the magnet vacuum 
chamber was constructed. 
Generally the chamber is of cylindrical form and has standard flanges on 
the front and rear. The chamber works in the AE-E-mode for the determi.~, 
nation of the nuclear charge number. In this mode the anode is divided in 
two sections. 
Pipre  3 ; Cross section of the ionization chamber 
called AE-pr t )  generates a signal which is linked to the 
er;=@ lass &I this settion. The sum of bot11 signals is pr~oportional to the 
fragnient energy. From AE-E plots we determinc the fragmerit characteris- 
ticz. The frag~nent angle is fou~id through tlie measurement of tlie electrori 
drift time since the direction of the chamber electric field is in the deflection 
plane of the fission fragments. 
Anode 
\ \ 
E~itrance window Separation grid 
Cathode 
Figure 4 : Ezp. setup for the investigation of the dependence O=f(AT) 
The measurement of the drift time for both anode parts creates a time 
difference AT which is approximately proportional to the entrance angle for 
the slowed down particles. A schematic setup of this angle measurement is 
shown in figure 4, For the experimental test of the angular dependeqce from 
the drift time difference AT a solid state detectos was used, $he pssltisn 
resolution of this device was better tha11 0.7 mm. This value csrrespsnds La 
an angle inaccuracy of 60% 1". The a! particle source was collimated with a 
foil with a hole of 1.5 mm in diameter. 
In the.following figure 5 the experimentally measured dependence of the 
entrance angle Q on the electrori drift time difference A T  is presented, Pro- 
jecting in figure 5 events corresponding to a fixed time differente AT-0 oxljto 
the angle axis, the distribution in angle depicted in figme 6 is obtained- The 
FWHM amsunts to 3". The measurenient was carried through with a redriced 
electric field strength between cathsde and Frisch grid of O,ti V~rn-~rnbav- P 
(p=97.6mbar). 
Note that this value does not correspond to the maxirniim drift velocity 
of elec-trons in the gas. 
Drift time dlffemce (arbxnits) 
- Figure 5 : T h e  measured dependence between O nnd A T 
4 Conclusions 
The descriped ionization chamber in connection with the fission fragment 
separator LOHENGRIN can be used for the detection of fission fragments. 
In the AE-E mode the determination of the nuclear charge distribution is 
feasible. 
While the fragment directions exhibit a strong divergence (opening angle 
aboiit 25') the measurement of the electron drift time difference between 
the two anode parts allows the determination of the entrance angle and the 





time resolution as the main condition for a precise angle determination 
further optimized. The reduction of the entrance window size may 
to produce more homogeneous and thinner entrance windows. 
main advant ag~e of the device presented is t he simple speration of the 
chamber, data acquisition and aqalysis system. 
We thank the BMFT Bonn for financial support under contract nurnber 
06TU243. 
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Abstract 
An exclusive measurement of the 252rC f(s f )  fragment distribution in mass 
and energy in coin.cidence. with the related emission products by combining a 
twin ionization cliamber witli a 4w-neutron tank, a n-7-detector, arid a solid- 
state detector telescope is presented. The experimental set-up, data handling 
and aquisiton is described followed by a discussion of the raw data evaluation. 
1, Introduction 
The gridded ionization chamber is a standard tool for the spectroscopy of charged 
particles [1,2]. Its application in nuclear fission cx-pcriniciil.s I>ccamc ratlier a.ttractive 
due to its high resolution, e.g. in the case of cold fission plienoi~iena. [3,4], arid dtie 
to the possibility to meaure the polar fragrilertt angle witli rcfcrence to sariiplc plmc 
normal. Combining two gridded ionization cliarnbers I~ack-to-back witli a fission sam- 
ple on the central cathode and operating i t  with light gases the fragment energies, 
masses and in soms cases the charges could be deduced with high precision. This 
gridded twin-ionizatioa chamber TIC is predestinated for studying cold fission where 
tlie rnass resolution is not disturbed by neutron emission and the several fragment 
charges can be obtained, 
In order 60 meaure fission fragment energies (total kinetic energy TKE as a measure 
of scissisn point elorgtttion) m d  masses A (mass asymmctry A1/A2) in coincidence 
with the  rdated emission producks we haw comttisied the TIC witli a 4~-lieutron tank, 
a n- y-detector, an -stake dekeckor tellescope in an exclusive measurement. The 
correIatisns af the t distsibu.f;iorr - ia A and TICE with integral observables (neu- 
t r m  muf%ipliicifj.y V ,  total y-ray ener.gy J3T,fot)i and differenitial data (energy and angular 
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distribution of all emission products with reference to light-fragment dirertion) can 
be analyzed. 
From tlie integral data the (asymptotic) excitation energies of the complementary 
frag~nents can be deduced. In particular, the neutron multiplicities are a measure of 
fragment deformation at scission. To some extent, this method allows to study rare 
fission modes with extreme shape asymmetry. 
The combination of neutron multiplicity measurement with neutron spectroscopy (for 
given A and TKE) makes it possible to analyze emission processes from highly excited 
fragments to be specified. 
The angular distribution of y-rays bear information on fragment angular momentum 
and, hence, the degree of collective excitations at scission (bending modes). 
In the present work, we focus on a discription of the experimental set-iip, the multi- 
parameter data acquisition, and TIC data analysis. 
2 Experimental Set-up 
The gridded TIC constructed according to Butz-J@rgenson et al. [5] is schematically 
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a back-to-back ionization chamber with an inner 
diameter of 180 mm and a total height of 137 mm. The 252Cf source is placed on the 
upper side in the centre of the cathode, which has a central hole of 15 mm diameter. 
The source with a fission rate of 330 fissions per second is deposed on a 111 pg / cm2 
Ni-backing. At both sides of the cathode there is a Frisch-grid and an anode plate a t  
distances of 23 mm and 30 mm, respectively. The one dimensional grids consist of 30 
pm thick copper wires equally spaced with 0.3 mm distance. 
Pure Methane (CH4) at constant pressure of 105 Pa is used as counter gas. The 
chamber is operated in a gas flow regime (0.7 l/h). The electric potentials for cathode 
and anode have been adjusted according to Buneman [I]: cathode: - 1.8 IW; grids: 
0 V; anodes: + 1.5 KV. 
At tlie bottom side of the TIC at 80 mm distance to the source, a solid-state AE- 
E-telescope is mounted to detect the light charged past;icles accompanying fission, 
To allow these particles to pass the bottom anode a central hole of 16 mm diarneter 
covered by a 9.26 pm thick Al-foil was set. 
The twin ionization chamber is place$ in the inner reaction czhamber of the Berlin 
4sr-neutron counter [6] in the most symmetric way, i,e. the catbode plane corresponds 
to the plane between tlie two hemispherei of the spherical neutron tank. The couater 
sphere has an outer diamefer of 1400 mm and an inner diametes sf the reaclhn 
chamber of 400 mm- It is fiHed with 1500 1 liquid scintillator NE 343 containing 
0.3 . . -0.5% natural Gadolinium. Both hemisplieres are equiped with 12 fat  photo- 
multipliers XP 2041. Ts suppress the diffusion of thermal neutruris betwean the 
hemisplleres, a 0.5 mm thick Cd-plate is placed in the intempace. The neutrun capkuse 
by Cd nuclei leads to a multiple emission of y-rays registered in 0th hemisphertes. 
These cross talk events appear withln the 25 ns coinc3dencae wlndovv and lare marked 
by the data acquisition sptem, 
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In addition to neutron counting a NE 213 n-y detector allows for the spectroscopy of 
neutrons and to some extent 7-rays. The 4" thick detector with a 2" diameter is placed 
within the upper Counter hemisphere at 50 cm flight path in sample plane normal 
direction. Hence, the angle between neutron (and 7-ray) direction and fragment 
direction (measured by TIC) can be obtained. The spectroscopy of neutrons is done 
by time-of-fiight technique. In the case of y-rays, one gets light output distributions, 
where the emission probability of y-rays with given energy is folded by the response 
function (mostly due to Compton effect). This is considered in data analysis. 
Figure I: Scheme of the gridded twin ionization chamber and the electronic signal 
processing (see text) 
3 Data Handling and A~quisit~ion 
Each fission event is characterized by a cathode, two grid, arid two anode signals. Due 
to the sbiefding eRect of tlie grid, the anode signals PA correspond to tlie nurnber of 
electrsn-ion pairs of the ionizatisn track in tlie space betwceri cathode and grid, and, 
conseqrtentl;v, to the kinetic energy EI, of the fission fragments, 
Opposite to this hehaviour, the bipolar grid signals fi consisting of two components, 
5.e. a negative charge carased by the electron drift in grid direction and a positive 
inauenced after passing t b  grid, bear informatiuri about the emission angle 
O wibb reEerenc:ft; to tf.le sample plane normal, 
X Po = P !  +P; = nOe-~osQ D P) 
- 
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where 5 is the center of the ionization hack over the grid to cathode distance D. In 
order to process the signals it is useful to replace the bipolare grid signals by unipolare 
sum signals PE which contain the angular information as well, 
Measuring the drift times T, i.e. tlie times the electrons need to move from the 
ionization track to the anode, a further method to deduce the emission angle O is 
given, 
where R corresponds to the ionization track length. V, is tlie electron drift velocity. 
Fig. 1 shows a scheme of the electronic signal processing. After pre-amplifying (PA) 
with Silena charge-and-time sensitive pre-amplifiers (CATSA), the anode and grid 
pulses are splitted (SP) and added (SA) to get the surn signals. The time signals 
(start - cathode pulse, stop - anode pulse) are derived from tlie fast time outputs of 
the pre-amplifiers using constant fraction discrimiriators (CFD) . 
Neutron multiplicities are registered by the 2 x 2 ~  neutron counter. Fission neutrons 
are thermalized by elastic scattering in the liquid scintillator and then captured within 
an efFective time of up to 35 ps due to the Gd(n,y) reaction. Each neutron capture 
yields in the average to three y - quanta with a total energy of 8.5 and 7.9 MeV for 
IssGd and lS7Gd, respectively [G]. Thus, neutrons can be counted by detecting the 
y-flashes within a time interval of about 40 ps. In order to suppress the background, 
a coincidence of at least two y registrations is required. However, one has to consider 
a prompt, fast scintillator signal caused by the prompt fission y-rays and the recoil 
protons. Therefore, the neutron counting starts at about 1 ps after the fission reac- 
tion. In addition to the scaling of the neutron multiplicities of the complementary 
fragments vl and vz as well as the sum vt,t, one gets the total energy of the y-rays 
emitted in the fission process by analyzing the prompt peak. 
All Cross talk events, i.e. simultaneous registrations in botk hemispheres, appearing 
within a 25 ns coincidence window are marked. 
For pile-up reduction, the number of fission events during the counting time is also 
scaled. Further, the neutron-counter background is simultarresusly measured withia 
the time gaps between fission events. 
From the n-y detector the time of flight taaF of tlie detected neutrons and V-rays 
as well as t l e  pulse height E (s~intillation light output) is mectsured. The ri-+p 
discrimination is ctone by the help of the "&DG-method" $orne orga~iic seintillators 
are characterized by a significant differente in tfie alew compsnent of the deteckm si- 
gnals due to different charged particles (here, recoil protons and Coxnptojl ~rIectrszis)+ 
Therefore, the integral light ontput in the slow component AE is also mc~ured iby a 
&DG for an appxopriate time window, The EAE-scatter~3Zot (Fi 2) repraenks the 
two different Ioci for neutro~is and 7-rayc. 
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signals (amplitudes and charges) as well rrs the times irito tlie digital data is done 
by fast octal Silena converters 4418 V/Q/T with world lengths of 12 bit, i.e. 3840 
channels, The neutron counter events, cross-talks, pik-up events, and background 
events are scaled by a 32-channel LeCroy scaler 4434 wiithiii a tiinc gate of 40 ps. Tlie 
end of this gate triggers for data read out. 
Figure 2: Scatter plot of n-y-dirscriminatian by the "QDC-method": The slow com- 
ponent of the scintillator Signal is plotted vs. total light output 
For data collection and CAMAC control of the multi-parameter experiment, the com- 
puter code TIC was developed [7]. In addition to the programming, control and fast 
data aequisition of up to four CAMAC moduls with up to 32 parameters several mo- 
nitoring procedures as well as a first evaluation of the measured data is possible. Via 
Ethernet connection, all measured data can be transmitted to VAX station and stored 
on Exabyte video tapes. Whereas the full data analsis is performed at a VAX station 
(OLYMP), a first evaluation of measured data is also possible at PC by reading the 
list-mode data from file and analyzing them by setting various gates and by applying 
routines for data transformation includirig calibration parameters. 
4 aw Data Evduation 
Operating the twin isnization chamber at  higher gas pressure first of all the 6.1 
W c~-rays fram the 252Cf source have been measured with a resohtion of 120 keV 
M). Eg, 3 presents an example of the measured fission fragment raw data. 
The coiours in the satter plots (ftere, represented as gray scale) correspond to the 
cuunts p a  channel. 
As deseribed above, tke pulse height of the anode signals is proportional to the kinetic 
energy of the fragment, The proportional factor a ia g i w  by the energy calibratiani 
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performed with the 6.1 MeV a-rays of the californium source. I-Iowever, one has to 
consider corrections due to 
1. grid ineficiency a 
2. pulse height defect PHD 
3. energy loss in the fission sample and backing AEi„,/ cos C3 
iood - - . 1 
500 1 17 1 3500 
Figure 3: Scatter plot of fragment raw data (the parameter numbers correspond to : 
9 - Pi,  13 - Pi, 17 - T l ,  18 - Tz ,  1 - ~ t , t  , 2 - ~1~ 3 - ~ 2 ,  10 - Pi,  12 - P:) 
Thus, the anode puise heights have to be calibrated and corrected according to 
In contrast to a perfect grid with ideal shielding, in reality ciiar$es moving bettwen 
cathode and grid have influence on the anode signal, too. According to Buneman 
[I] this grid inefficiency can be corrected using eq. 5, whereby a is determined by 
the geometrica1 relations (0.03 mm grid wire diarneter aanlcl 8.3 mrn distance, 7 mm 
grid to anode distance). For our grid and cha~nber geometr=y a value of 0.01 
deduced. The average energy 103s of the fsagrnents in the fXssisn sample or in the 
sample and backing depends on the lengtit). of the path tfirough these inaterials. h a 
first order approximation it can be assutned to be reciprocally proportional bo 60s 0, 
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The cosresponding factors AEPOSs for bot11 sitlcs of tlic: soiii-cc cari I>c casily dedilced 
from the measured ariode pulse lieights as f~iriction of 1 1  cos 0. 
In the case of tlie rather thick Ni backing used in this work it was not possible to 
estimate tlie quantity of the pulse hight defect PI-ID. Supposed values range between 
Zero according t s  Signarbieux et al. [7] up to 6 MeV according to Budtz-Jgrgenson 
et al. [5]. We neglected the PBD in the analysis of the present data. 
As discussed above, different methods to deduce the fragment emission angle O are 
available. However, the resolution differs for tlie three methods. 
signal A cos O (fwhtn) 1
The best resolution shown in Fig. 4 was obtained by analyzing the sum signals, wheie 
cos 0 is given by 
COS 0 = PA - PS - .  
PA 5 (6) 
ResaEution af tha cos Q determination (A cos O = cos 0' - cos 02) 
Figure 5: Contour plot [events A-I MeV-'] of the 252Cf(sf) yield as functiion of Li 
and TKE. The rare-event region is plotted in a 2(14)100 scale, whereas the "normdn- 
region scale is 1000(2000)27000. 
According to ltinematic relations, tlie niasses of the mcasured fraginents are given 
by tlie ratio of tlie kinetic energies, Ek/l;J'; = A;/AZ. I-Iowever, due to tlie nciitron 
emission after fissioii these rnasses A* arc rcdiiccd by Llic iicu troii rnul tiplici ty V .  'l'o 
get tlie prima,ry pre-iicritroii ctiiissioii iiiasscs o i i ~  I ins  %o nd<l I / ,  
In a first evaluation of the measured data performed within the data acquisition 
program TIC, this transformation was done based on V(A, T K E )  values calculated 
within tlie scission point model TSM [9]. This method yields reliable data for the 
most probable mass end energy regions. It is less verified in the case of rare fission 
events. A contour plot of the fragment distribution in A and TKE is represented in 
Fig. 5. The projection on mass scale, i.e. the fragment mass curve, is shown in Fig. 6. 
The super-asymmetric fission mode appears at Al 5 72 corresponding to Az 2 180. 
Fig. 7 shows the neutron multipiicty yield curves detected by the 4~-neutron counter. 
Compared with the standard valce of V,,, = 3.766 for 2"Cf(sf), this correspond-s to 
an efficiency of 85 %. In principle, a higher efficiency can be obtained by reducing 
the detector thresholds. This yields, however, a higher background. The present 
compromise corresponds to an average background 0.25. 
xe 7: Neutrori multiplicty yield for tlie neutioii coiiiiter hc~iiisplieres 
neutroii mttlkipfici ty yield 
aiid total 
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The detailied data analysis and first physical interpretatiort is presented by Düring et 
* Howt:wer, tlrre fir& results have, sh~wn that the miss and energy resolution of 
Figure 8: Scatter plot of anode pulses for the thin Cf-souice 
the fission fragments is influenced by the large values of tlie energy loss A&„,/ cos O. 
Therefore, a new experiment has been started with a better fission sample, i.e. a 252Cf 
source with a fiasion rate of 120 per second on a thin carbon layer of 4.5 pg/cm2. 
Fig. 8 shows a scatterplot of the anode signals for this new source. One has to note 
that scattered fragments are nearly absent. In futirre, we will use this source with a 
better resolution and try to study the influence of the pulse height defect. Combining 
the TIC with moduls of a large area neutron detector (LANCER [11]) presently under 
construction, a new type of correlation experiment will be possible. 
This work is supported by BMFT under contract 06 DD 112. 
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As has been reported before D]. fission of projectiIe-like nuclei from the reaction Pb 
C 29MeV/u 1 + A u  is restricted to comparatively low values of the associated neutron 
multiplicity. MnwlO to 35 C the multiplicity Mn  is measured with the ORION neuhon 
tank at GANIL. it is not yet corrected for the detection efficiency of 64% 9. Fission is 
thus observed from peripheral reactions only. For sfill lower multiplicity or more 
gentIe collisions the projectiIe survives as evaporation residue. for higher Mrw35 to 
T 0  it completeIy disassembles in smaIler debries. 
In this contribution we repr t  on a futher analysis 12 1 of the fission decay: 
Fission fragments from projectile-Iike nuclei were observed and their atomic charge 
Z was defermined with a position-sensitive AE-telescape ir: the amplar range from 6 
to 20 degrees. When plotted in the rapidity versus perpendicular momentuni plane 
the fragments form Coulomb rings about the ernission direction of the fissioning qua- 
si-projectile. Fig. 1 exhibits. representative examples of these rings for symmetric iis- 
sion, Zw40 and for 2-32 and 48. which corresponds to the half maximum of the Z 
distribution. OnIy the two Mn-bins in the middle of the figure where fission domi- 
nates exhibit the characterisiic sharp &ies with the radiuc decreasing for increasing 
Z. The lower and the upper Mn-bins have been added in oder to demonstrate how 
these structures fade away when other break-up processes take over. 
Frclm these data we deduce twa paarneters characterizing Zhe projecfile-like frag- 
ment BLF) prior to fission, its defIection angle OPLF and the absolute value od ifs 
velocity vPLF Cfrom the center of the rings) as well as two quanfitks related ta fis- 
sion, the Z-distribuiion dddZ of the fragments and their relative velocity Cfrom the 
radius of the rings). The dumb-bell shape of dddZ C fig.2 1 with the broad rna~irnum 
near 2140 and fhe relative velocity. which is consistent wih fhe Viola-sysiemaiiies, 
manifest once more #e binary chara~ter of the fragmntafion. 
The paramefers of fhe primary reaction, OPLF and VPLF, 40 forsf ~I+der da not dept-fid 
on the Z-asymmetry of the subsequent fission process, as one would expest f fi& 1- 
But the PLF is slowed down confinourily with increasirig inelasticiby or muliiiplicify 
Mn. From this reduction of VPLF relative to the bem vdocity ol[ 7.3 c d n s .  03: more 
precisely from Mn itself we esfimate the average exci-batim energy oi fhie PLF to be 
75. I80 and 215 MeV. respecfiveIy, In fhe tiiree hwer Mn-bins. Th9 defiection isEs 
on the other hand does not vay significantPy with Mn. i t  is dways siighfiy ins 
of the grazing angle af 6 2 O .  
There are two major -conditions Sn order to obsewe sharp ring p&em for 
fragments. The first one is, khaf the trajecto~y of tha PLF is pre"ely defir~e 
dynamics or the experimenW selwfion, whi& is obvioensfiy fk Gase I fig 
persion in @PLF ur vPLF wou1d othetwise Pntroduce a sme~ing cd Ihe thp. The SE+- 
cond one is. that the fission fragments are mostly emitted in the reaction plane. This 
implies that the PLFPs are aligned perpendicular to the reaction plane arid that their 
fission decay is strongIy anisotropic, i.e, strongly focussed into this pltu~e. 
In axder ta invedigafe the latter condifion fhe experimenf has been simulated fsy a 
Monte Carlo calculation for the extreme c a e s  of isotropic emission of the fission frag- 
ments in space or in the reaction pIane only. From the comparison with the experi- 
ment, in fig. 3 for Mri- 25- 34 and Z-32. it seems that the strong spin aiignment ss- 
sumption is indeed closer fo fhe observafion. 
Given a s t~ong alignment. which has moreover been observed before in reactions 
with much Iighter ions 137. we c m  in turn estimate the angular "momeniurn of the 
PLF necessary to produce a sufficient fission angula anisotrspy. Aecording t~ con- 
venfiond modeis this anisofropy is controlled by I ~ / ~ K o ~ ,  Assurning values of I50 to 
200 for the variance KO' Cwith a shape par-eter Isp/jefi: 1.5 ~ i d  temperatu~es T-2. 
ta 3 MeV), we see that spin values of 1-40 to 50 h could produce a sufficiently 
strong anisotropy to account for the observation. Much lower spin vdues. on the 
other hand. wouId favour the rneutron decay and much higher values are also ex- 
cluded, because the fission barrier approaches Zero for 65 to 85 h in fke Pb-Iike 
nuclei. 
In summary we have observed a strong alicpment of projectile-like fragmeiits from 
peripheral reactions of 29 MeV/u Pb with Au. These Pb-like fragments in turn split 
up fnfa fission fragments which are focussed into the reaction plane. Spin and eycita- 
k m  energy of the projectile-like nuclei are estimated to he 4 3  to SO h and ?S to 
275 MeV. ~espectively .
[IlJ E, Piasecki ei al., Phys. Rev. Leif. 66 C19911 1291 
E21 C, Bresson ef d., Phys. Lek B 294 CI9921 33 
[37 K, Asahi et al., Phys. Rev. C43 Ci9911 456 
Fig. E: Lorenh-invariant cross sections in the ~apidity vs. penpendicular rnomenium 
plane for Z- 32. 40 and 48 and different neufron rnnltiplicity MI,-gates. 
Fig. 2 Tpeco4E vehcify VPLE ddlection angle WLF and differeiitid cross sectiori 
dePdZ 3c a funcfioni of 2 in lhree different neutrorl :riultipiici:y MI,-gates. 
FPIs, 2 Comparison of e.xperPmenta4 cross sections Cmiddle) with Monte Carlo simu1-a- 
tions for 2.32. Mrtz 25- 34 and inplane isotropic emission k f t )  01 compIeteIy 
isotnopic ernissian GEghD. The geoniefrie Iimits of the detector accepiance are 
inckicated by the solid Enes. 
Fig. 2: 
Fig. 3: 
Neutron Emission from Primary Fragments and Mass 
Determination 
D. Volny*, .J.I<riStiak 
Inslitute of Physics SASc , 842 28 ßrntislovn , Slovabiri, 
* Conzenius University , Illntislnvn 
Abstract 
In the frame of statistical model witli preequilibrium contribution a probability of 
prompt neutron emission from primary fission fragments has been calculated. Tlie cal- 
culation of yields of primary f.f. from experimental values of relevant yields has been 
performed using tliese probabilities. An Intluence of using post-neutron experimen- 
tal yield of f.f.'s on the determination of mass distribution of primary €X's has been 
discussed. 
1 Pntroduction 
In determining the mass distribution of fissiorr fragments emission of neutrons must be taken 
into aecount. This correction depends on the fragments' pre-neutron mass m and kinetic 
energy E. From tlie mass and momentum conservation relations follows that pre-neutron 
masses of the light m i  and heavy m;i fragments are given by following formula 
The correction 
takes into account the number of emitted neutrons U from pre-neutron fragments. The U 
value is often taken from Apalin iet al. [I]. Tlie aim of our calculation was tbe verification 
of this metliod of correction in wliich the post-neutron yields are used. 
In w ~ r k  [2] it was S ~ Q W I ~  that uae of post-neutron yields clianges for example tlie value 
of neutrsn ~dd-even effect, To show this, we used a statistical model of de-excitation of 
primary fragments from fission of 235Tp. This model enables us to compute tlie probability 
of creation of the isotopes (Z,A') from the primary fragment (Z,A) by its de-excitation. 
B s e d  on the knowledge of tfreso jprobabilities it is possible to compute (soiving the inverse 
prebfein) the pre-netrtron yields. The cornparison between computed and measured values 
enables bts to give answer to our qmstiOIL. 
The inverse Cross sections were taken from 131. Tlie level densities are given by tlie formulae 
for level densities of Fermi gas which is for excitation energies bellow 5 MeV smoothly 
connected to tlie formula for level densities with a constant temperature. Parameters for 
the level densities are taken from [4]. The non-equilibrium contributions are taken into 
account by the standard exciton model [5]. 
Distributions in of excitation energy were considered as gaussian. Mean values of this 
distribution were calculated from the total excitation energy of both fragments E„ = 
Q - Ekin (Q were taken from - [6] - and Ekin from ['I]). - We - assume that both fragments 
have the Same temperature so E i / E 2  = ai/a2,  where E I ,  E2 are mean values of excitation 
energies of given fragments and a l ,  a2 are the parameters of level densities. Widths of these 
distributions are equal for the light and heavy group. In our calculation it was taken as a 
free parameter. 
The measured yield is the sum of several contributions, wliicli originate on different ways. 
The proton emision is negligible. Therefore, we can write for each demeilt an independent 
system of coupled equations. 
where A;+I = Ai - 1, K is the numl>er of isotopes sf given elerneni, Y„ are exparirnet~td 
and primary yields of fragments, respe~tively. P(A;lZ, Al llre probaEiities of cr-eathn of 
the isotope Z ,  19; from the primary fragpenf, Z, A by its de-excitat30~1, .ZJ, - 4 is a cons6art.t 
whicli is given by tlle maximum numbcr of neutrons tvltich can be emitted frmn the primary 
fragmenk (see selieme), 
In this way, v e  got a system of coupkd linear equations wJtr31 uakxieixun 6. Ti68 x;ya%em of 
equations I1asts, in ge~rleral, 11' 3- Cz unkaow~zs. The real ~mmbivr sf attk~trow~s WS in ?DW cme 
usually I -  + 2 (sometimes Ii- t 3) depending oii tlie excitatioii energies of fragriietits. Tllese 
equations are possible to solve by using additioiial coiistraiiil.~ 
3 Results and discussion 
Results of solving the System of equations are displayed in Pig. 1. We See tliat in some 
regions of A tlie pre-neutron yields of fission fragments are very different from tlie measured 
ones. These corrected yields were used for an evaluation of emission of neutrons from 
primary f-f. ' ' 
In Fig. 2. we show the influence of the correction to tlie nitmber of emitted neutrons 
from individual fragments. We again See tliat using of corrected yields leads to  remarkable 
corrections in emission of neutrons fiom individual fragments, e.g. for A 106,134. 
TIre mean number of neutrons ü emitted from a certain mass A is plotted on Fig. 3. This 
result is equivalent to tlie used experimental corrections of Apalin e t  al. The comparison of 
F computed from experimental yields with those from corrected (pre-neutron) yields sliows 
great deviation in the region of A 134. It indicates tliat in tliis region tlie correction 
on emission o l  neutrons sliould Le used carefully, or an  iteration metliod sliould be used. 
Our results are obtained on the basis of a limited set of f.f., but in spite of tliat tlie results 
reproduce the basic features of experimental values of F. 
In Fig. 4 the influence of pre-neutron mass distribution on tlie statistical spectra of neutrons 
and yrays  is represented. 
Tlie results show that description of these spectra in region of liigher ertergies (E > 2 MeV) 
requires a rnodification of tlie Standard procedure. 
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Figure 
A A 
1: Fragment yields: dots - measured, line - corrected (U = 2.6 MeV). 
Figure 3: Mean number of neutrons (a = 2.6 MeV). 
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Y-Spectroscopy as a means to investigate mass and 
charge distributions in the fission of actinides 
Persyn K., Pornme S., Jacobs E., De Frenne D., Govaert K., 
Yoneama M.-L. 
Nuclear Physics Laboratory 
University Gent 
Abstract 
In this paper we will describe the system set up at the University of Gent to 
perform g-spectroscopy on Al-catcherfoils as well as on irradiated capsules 
c o n t w g  target material. This method is used to study some characteiistics of 
fission fiagrnents: mass and charge djstributions, psoton odd-even effects ,... 
1. Introduction 
Already some 20 years ago y-spectrometry on ß--decaying fission produ6 
using the catcherfoil method were started at our lab to detemine post neutron 
mass distributions of fission products. This technique has been developed d 
improved during the past. With this method it is however impossible $0 detect 
fission fragments with halflives shorter &an 1 min. In former times only vely 
scarce spectroscopic information was available for short-lived fission products. 
As more data on very short-lived fission products were published, we could 
determine the yields of these short-lived products, making it poscible to deduce 
not only mass, but also charge distributions. To cfo so a pneumatic l~arispsrt 
system was constructed to perf'orm y-spectrometry on kradiated actualde target 
nuclei. 
Using y-spectrometry on catchedoils and on pneumaticaily transposted achid3: 
targets, irradiated at our new LDNAC, it becomes possible to Utvestigate a broad 
range of fission characterlstics (e.g.: mass distribution, proton odd-even effe~t) 
close to the fission barrier as a functkm of the excitatim ene 
2. Experimental Set-up 
converted to bremsstrahlung using a cylindrical carbon (graphite) block with a 
central conical hole. This configmation is needed to handle the very high power 
in the electron beam. The bremsstrahlung spec tm for this coniiguration 
needed for the calculation of the average lexcitation energy of the compound 
nucleus is achieved by performing a Monte Carlo calculation using the EGS4 
Computer code (NEL85). 
2.2. CatcherfoiI technique 
A holder containing thin circular lates made of the material under 3' investigation (e-g.: 2 3 5 ~ ,  2 3 8 ~ ~  3 2 ~ h )  separated frorn each other by Al-foils 
is placed in the photon beam. Fission fiagments leaving the target are caught in 
the Al-foils. After an inradiation of one hlour these Al-foils are brought to a 
HEQe-detector, and the T-spectra fiom the ß--decaying fission products are 
recorded during a total time of approximately 5 hours. To include time 
infomation (to make identification easier) several consecutive spectra are 
recorded (see table 1). 
Table I:  Time evolution for typical catcherfoil measurement. 
I Time (fiom - untiI in minutes) Activiiy I 
0 - 60 irradiation 
60 - 65 cooling down 
65 - 85 4 spectra of 5 min. each 
85 - 125 4 spectra of 10 rnin. each 
125 - 205 4 spectra of 20 min. each 
205- 365 4 spectra of 40 min. each 
All tbese times can of Course be adapted to any specific case. As it takes 5 
minuttes to slarti the measurements (coolkg down of the activity around the 
aceellerator; manually transporting the AI-foils) it is impossible to obtain 
infomation on isotopes with a half live shorter than a few minutes. For higher 
electt-on energies the electron current of the machixme has to be limited in order 
to keep &e dead b e  Ki iSie beginning of the measurement low enough. To 
obtain sufficient statistics severd m s  were pedomed (4 to 7). Afienvards the 
spectra ~"Etbese different m s  are added before being analysed. If necessary a 
is kcIuded before addmg up the spectra. 
2.3, Pnema6c tx-nsport system 
To o&ah Ijrr£omatiion on shorter Eved isotopes, a pneumatic transport system 
i or Al capsules contahing the target material (e.g.: 2 3 5 ~ ,  
mpoged into the bremsstrahlung beam, and automatically 
ina$iated for 30 seconds. The capsules end up in front of 
us as ~ 4 t h  fhe catcherfoil rnethod- scveml 
consecutive spectra are recorded. These vary in duration from 0.2 s to more 
than 50 s, a total cycle of 54 spectra being recorded in some 10 minutes (see 
table 2). 
Tuble 2: Time evolution for typical rabbit measurenzent. 
We Want to stress that in these experiments, contrary to the catcherfoil 
measursments, the irradiated actinide targets themselves are placed in front of ,. 
the Ge-detector. To avoid build up of long lived products in the smples, about 
15 different samples were used in succession. The limiting factor for the 
electron current is again the dead time in the First spectra. To obtain enough 
statistics, over 200 runs are needed. 
As the transportation time for the pneumatic transpont system is o d y  1.5 S, 
yields of nuclei with half lives fiom 1 second on can be determined. The results 
of both methods are linked together by calculating the ratir, of the M d  of some 
isotopes with intermediate half lives (a few minutes], which can bri, xneasured 
with both methods. 
3. Analysis of rneasurements 
The spectra were anallysed using the programes IvlAKKXR and W S  of 
Wcstmeier o), which cdculak the peak areas. The relative hdependent 
and cmu1aEive yields were deduced from Zriese peak arerds wi& a fiiting 
program, designed for this pqose, and in pinciple able fo ded &th W 
arbitrary combination of de~ay chains. The nmber of disintegatiorns Nk(tk,td 
of the k-th producr in a certaui decq  chain d&g a tune htewal&&] &er 
ending the irradiatiora ofthe ssfunles is caldated ucing: 
where T is the duration of the irradiation interval, Qi the production rate of 
product i directly fiom the fission of the studied actinide, and hi the decay 
constant of product i. 
The spectroscopic data (half-lives, decay schemes and y-intensities) were taken 
from .the y-ray catalogue of Reus and Westrneier (REU83) and fiom i-ecent 
Nuclear Data Sheets. 
Home-mde software was designed to deal with several corrections. For 
catcherfoil measurements a conection has to be made for the fact that tht: 
probability for a fiagment to eesape from the target (with a thickness larger 
than the range of the fiagments in the target material) to be caught into the Al- 
fsil is proportional to its range in the target material. The calculation of this 
coirection was based on the range data for 2%(nhf), measured as a function 
of the fragment mass by Niday et al. (ND6 1). 
For the fast y-spectrometry of the other hand we had to correct for the y- 
attenuation in the target as well as in the capsules. These conections were 
based on the attenuation coefficients of Storm and Israel (ST070). This way 
the relation between the measured peak area S(t1,tz) of a y-ray peak in each 
spectnun and the corresponding number of disintegrated products Nk(t17t2) is 
given by: 
where K is a normdisation factor, E(%) is the relative eficiency of tlie HP-Ge 
deteotor fix 7's with energy E+, Iy is tlie absolute intensity of the Y-tratisi tion 
with energy in the decay of product k and CD% CR and CA are tlie 
co~ection Tactors for resp. deatd time, range and y-absorption. 
gh we measut-ed as many independent and cumulative yields as possible 
(over X50 y-peaks &om over 710 nuclei in the heavy mass region and over 80 
ge&s &om mare &an 45 nuclei in the light mass region) not all yields could be 
d, The rensosis for this cm be diverse: y-intensities not known, small 
, ... 4 1  these problems occur far more for 
that we had to restrict owselves to 
yjii=fds of isoropes h the heavy mass region. But also here we 
samt? misskg yields by means of the fit of a gaussian charge 
dd-even conection factor, to the other 
cnf &e same mass ~ h a k .  These isobaric charge 
g shape (a f o d a  based on Wahl et al. 
with Zp the top, oz the width of the distribution and Fp and FN ihe correction 
factors for respectively the proton and the neutron odd-even effect. We 
assumed the width parameter the same for aI1 fi-agment rnasses and all 
cornpound nucleus excitation energies ( ~ ~ ( z I A )  = 8.40). If for some mass chain 
there were not enoigh independent or cumulative yields to obtain Zp, this 
parameter was fixed at an interpolated value. The size of the odd-even effect is 
entered iteratively. The thus fitted independent yields are stored in a database, 
from which it is easy to extract any combination of  data (e-g.: mass and chaxge 
distributions, odd-even effect, .. .). 
4. Some results 
We have performed these measure-nents on 232% 2% and for several 
bremsstrahlung endpoint energies. Here we include some typical results for 
2 3 8 ~ ,  taken fiom POM93 and DEF84. Fig. 1 shows the isotopic mass 
rlistribution for 6.44 MeV bremsstrahlung induced fission. One can easily see 
the enhanced yield of even Z elements. 
In fig.2 the element 
distribution for nine different 
=rage excitation energies is 
shown, The elear odd-even 
staggering for lower eenergies 
disappeus as the electsren 
energy hereases above 8 
MeV. 
We already eaicillated tXre 
roton odd-evem ePfect for 
!35U and 2 3 k J  (calculations 
for 23211, have only just 
started). In both eases the 
odd-even effect remains 
constant for excitation 
energies up to ca, 2 MeV 
above the barrier, and 
decreases thetl exponentidy 
to Zero. Tlais coul$ indlcate 
that pairs are preferably 
broken when at the saddle 
point the snergy available 
above the banier is larger 
than the pair breding gap, 
and not during the descent 
from saddle to scission. 
Fig. 2: Elemental yields, Y, for 238U(g,f) with 6.12 - 30 MeV bremsstrahlung, 
corresponding to average compound nucleus excitation energies <E*> behveen 
5.66 and 14.7 MeV. The results at <E'> = 9.7, 13.4 and 14.7 MeV are from 
DEF84, the others f?om POM93. Each consecutive curve is ahifted over 15%. 
the past years a method has been developed and used to investigate mass and 
arge distFibutions using g-specbometric methods on eatcherfoils and 
~neumaticaily transported actinide targets. The method allowed for the first 
time a com lete shidy of the f@Pent cfmacteristics for the photofission of P 232~b,  23 U aad 2 3 8 ~ .  These have been shidied as a function of the excitation 
in the near barrier region, 
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Channeling of heavy ions: perspectives for precision spectrometry 
A.A.Alexandrov, I.A.Alexandrova, Yu.V.Pyatkov, A.I.Slyusarenko, 
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute 
The ioniz(9tion chambers have demonstrated impressive results in mass and charge 
fission fragment (FF) spectroscopy. Nevertheless the semiconductor detectors (SCD) can still 
be useful in many applications, as in the siliconball [ I ] ,  detector telescopes in meson physics 
studies [2], various multistrip Systems. There are also still unused but potentially powerful 
possibilities concerned with channeling. 
The channeling effect is known to take place, when the ion moves "slides" along some 
direction (axis or plane) in the crystal lattice. For fission fragment range of rnasses and 
energies the specific energy loss dE/dx in Si crystal is about two times smaller in the 
channeling mode of motion than that for the ordinary one. This fact results in a significant 
lesser energy loss due to nuclear collisions together with angular stniggling decrease. The 
range of a particle moving in such an "oriented" direction correspondingly increases . - 
Moreover, the influence of the crystal lattice leads to the auto-focusing of the ion beam on 
condition of its primary orientation towards the lattice axis (the so-called damping effect) 131 
These and some other rather interesting results were confirmed in the experiments 
performed at the one-armed MEPhI spectrometer 141. To observe such an effect one rnust, 
however, provide a bearn with a rather small angular divergence. The necessary condition for 
an ion to move in this channeling mode is that the angle between its direction and the 
crystallographic axis doesn't exceed the value of 
appr. (2*Z,*Z2*e2/d*E)i/L, where Z1,2 - are nuclear charges of ion and crystal matter, d- is 
the channel diameter and E is the kinetic energy of the incorning ion, These results in about 
0.8O for the mean heavy and 0.60 for the mean light Fission fragment wfthin the <110> axis 
direction. The experimental curve for the SCD with 50 mkg*cm-"old surface contact, shown 
in FIG. 1, correlates well with the estimations. Thus, this condition for channeling is fulfilied 
in most known mass-separators and TOF spectrometers. 
Unfortunately, not alt the ions move in such a way. Some of them are scattered by the 
surface contact or amorphous layer and don't enter this mode at all, while another portion 
escapes from the channeling mode somewhere near the start. This leads to a rathes c~mplex 
shape of the detector response function, which is formed by overlappirg components ~f 
"channeled", and " dechanneled" ions. These csmponents however may be well resolved on 
two-dimensional plot energy - time-of-fllght (FIG.2a). For the heavy group 0f ??F the 
resolution is almost complete (FIG. 26). The additional criterion to distinguish between these 
two groups may be the nuclear charge of fragments, as it differs by at las1 6 units for 
dechanneled and channeled ions in the oveslapping region, The percentage of the chadneled 
ions amounts up So 85% for a ion-implanted SCD, 
Our investigations for separated [SI as well as for unseparated FF, Ni and Al ions 
[6] conFirrned the result of Moak [71 (for 1 2 7 ~  ions) that for the channeled particles the 
pulse height defect extrapolated to the infinite field strength in the detector approaches Zero 
(with an accuracy of 2%). This fact may be put into a basis of non-parametric "absolute" 
energy calibration for FF [8]. the necessity of a precise calibration been often underlined at a 
number of related Conferences [9]. 
The logical consequence of the diminished dE/dx in the channeling mode is the 
improvement of the energy resolution. This is shown in PIG. 4 for 239~u(nth,f) mass- 
separated FF. The "residual" resolution seems to be gowerned by recombination losses of 
charge carriers, mainly at the surface of the detector [ I O ] .  The resolution limit can be 
achieved in case of homogeneous surface, as it was likely to take place in ref. [7] or one can 
try to "protect" the holes from recombination at the surface by a "frozen!' electric field [ l  11. 
Taking all this into account, one rnay hope to obtain the energy resolution of about 200 keV 
for the hleavy group of FF. 
The channeling effect may be used as well in specific energy loss measurement for 
nuclear charge identification. To this end we have tied a thin oriented detector at the MEPhI 
spectrometer. The detector thickness was chosen so, that in the non-oriented rnode only light 
fragments could pass it. When the detector was rotated, that its crystal axis was parallel to the 
FF beam, the spectrum shown in FIG. 5 could be observed in the stop E-detector put close in 
a telescope assembly. When the latter detector was distanced from the thin dE-detector by 90 
cm, the differente in Count rate was about 10 times ( Fig. 16). This drastically decrease of the 
angular struggling must of Course influence the energy struggling as well. Thus an oriented 
absorber may be useful for charge FF spectrometry. 
Summing up, one may note that the possibility of reaching more or less the Same values of 
energy and charge resolution for the heavy FF group as for the light one will make it possible 
to include the laws of conservation for double-armed measurement interpretation. From our 
point of wiew it is desirable-to study in details the heavy group FF M-E-Z spectra of actinides 
with the help of channeling. 
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Fig. 1. Yields of the channeling FF 
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4 t h  f ~'accurac;~. 
Fi q .  4. Pul se-hei ght spectra f or r39 Pu(ntj, ,f FF. The 
energy differente between neighbouring lines is 3.05 MeV; 
(a) the angle between FF and detector axis <110> is 3O; 
(6) the a x i s  (110) is parallel tu the FF beam. 
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High-Energy y-Rays in  Heavy-Ion Fusion-Fission 
J. B. Fitzgerald 
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, D-W-6900 Heidelberg FRG 
Abstract 
Calculations based on energy systematics suggested that, for the system 
' 97A~(1gF , f )  at 120MeV, fissions with one fragment near lJ2Sn might show 
an enhanced high-energy y-ray yield (E, >3MeV). Such a component Iias 
now been observed for this system in a measurement with the Heidelberg- 
Darmstadt Crystal Ball, with a maximal enhancement by a factor of nearly 2 
at  E,=GMeV, Two further reactions with different fragment mass distributions 
have now been studied to provide additional information on the sousce of this 
significant new component of the fragment decay. 
Introduction 
Recent experimental studies have provided extensive information on the 
de-excitation of fission fragments from heavy-ion fusion-fission reactions [I]. 
All of the measured contributions - y-ray emission (measured for Ey <3MeV), 
neutron evaporation (see also [2]) and fragment TKE - are either constant with 
mass or rather smooth. However, the calculated energy release, from ground- 
state mass evaluations, shows a local maximum when the heavy fragment is 
in t he A-132 region with spherical ground-state configurations (rather than 
near symmetry, in the A-100 region of deformation). This poses the question: 
where does the additional energy release glo to, if not neutrons and low-energy 
decay ? 
It was proposed {l] that the difference between the observed decay en- 
ergy (in y-rays below 3MeV and neutrons) and the values suggested by the 
calculations might be carried by hfgher-energy y-rays. It would be surprising 
if the y-ray spectrum above 3MeV showed large variations as a function of 
mass; the very low-energy part of the spectrum shows small differences in the 
discrete component (the "E2-bump") related to nuclear structure properties 
of the fragments, and these differences are weli understood. The statistical 
component however appears to be similar for all masses (up to E, <3MeV). 
On the other hand, there have been recent direct and indirect indications 
of possible radiative transitions accompanying large shape changes in fission 
fragments. In the thermal neutron induced fission of 24a Cm [3], "hot" fission 
events (those with low TKE and long scission configurations) appear to show 
lower than expected neutron emission, and it has been suggested that the 
fragments may relax from these highly deformed states to their ground-states 
without particle emicsion, the energy released by this relaxation process be- 
ing carried away by come other, presumably radiative, decay. A more direct 
indication of strongly fragment mass-asyrnmetry dependent behaviour of the 
high-energy y-ray spectrum was provided by results from an investigation of 
the apsntaneous Rssisn of 252Clf f4],[5]. where a n  increased so-called 'Lnon- 
statistical'komponent has been trhsarrrrl ;i6 :!-3hIeV iii the T-spectriirn ncar 
syrnrnetric ma5s splits (A-126). 
Exp erimeat 
In urder to investigage this srtrprisirng glc~ssibility, an esperiment was per- 
formed witH the Keidelbel-g-Darmstadf Cqstal Ball 162 elernent 47r Na1 scin- 
tillator array, and a comptete data andysis has now been carried out. A total 
E, / MeV I 
Figure 1: Energy spectrum for 7-rays from 1301A0135 (solid) and 
from symmetric mass splits (dotted line) 
of 5 million fragment-fragmeni-y coincidence events were recorded from the 
heavy-ion fusion-fission reaction 1s7Ara(1gF,f) at a beam energy of 115MeV, 
with the fission fragments detected in a pair of symmetrically placed pocitioa- 
sensitive parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC) for determination of the 
fragment mass asyrnrnetry. The Clrystal Ball was used to record 7-ray spec-tra 
up to 20MeV as a function of fragrnent mass. 
The Crystal Ball allows clean separation of neutrons ;i;nd y 3 s  by time-&- 
fiight. The y-ray spedra in coincid&ce with syrnrnett.ic mass-spEflta 
mass region 945A5119) and wi-th events tt-ith one fragment in the mass regisn 
130<A1135 are shown in figure 1. The s p ~ c t r a  re normalised on the rxrtmber 
of fission events in each mass cnt, and as ~:tptt.cte$ sre rather sirnibar b d 6 t ~  
3MeV and above 9MeV (the entrance channeP GDR regioa). SJosve~~er, 4in -tke 
region 3-9MeV, the asyrnmetric rnacses show cleariy enlhaaced y-my intsng%y* 
E, / I MeV I 
Pigure 2: Ratio of y-yield for 1301A<135 to yield at symmetry 
In total, the .+ld in this region is increased by 32% for 130<A<135. Figure 
2 shows the ratio of the Y-ray intensity for A-132 to that for symmetric mass 
splits as a function of y-ray energy. The yield at 6MeV is increased by a factor 
of 1.8, corresponding to a very large enhancement. 
The increased yield per fission (i-e. divided by the fragment yield) in the 
regicn 3-9MeV (compared to the yield at symmetry) is plotted as a function of 
fragmeat mass in figure 3. Since the y-ray is observed in coincidence with bot h 
fiagments, a d  there is no means of assigGnp i f  to one or other of the fragments 
sn an event-ßp-event bssis, the yield ia pl~ottcci against both fragment macses. 
The obsemed yieEd in this '%uump" (uncarrected for cietector efficiency) reaclies 
a. rna$intrrn sf 6.5 7's per 100 ficsions a,tt A-132, with a mean energy of nearly 
SMeV, Correcting for ths Crystd f3aU reqtonse, and taking account of the 
b~a%deniag intraducecf: by the PPAC mas~s resofution, suggests a figure of -15 
O ficsions (AF232h or aroiend IhiIeV Per fission on average. If the 
Figure 3: Excess y- yield (compared to symmetry) per fissian vs fragment 
mass 
yield of such y-rays shows fine structure as a function of fragment mass (or of 
neutron or proton numbers) then the maximum yield for a given fragment may 
be even higher. This new component 4s clearly a very significant contribution 
to the total fission decay energy. 
It should be noted that, by plotting the y-ray excess yie'fd divided by 
the fragment yield, mass resolution eRects iead t s  an sverestimatr: sf  the trute 
7-yield for very asymmetric fissionc [where the mass yiefd is sharply drop 
ping). If the width of the observed high-energy y-ray excess distribuition as 
I a function of mass Csee Sgure 3) arises ctnl~ from the fad tbzd thc naclear 
excess produced by one isotope one nuclear mass) then the resulting dis- 
tribution should not be divided by the fragment yield curve. Since the yield 
varies within the region of interest by more than an order of magriitude, the 
peak position and shape can be significantly distorted by this effect. In fact, 
the evidence suggests that the resolution of the current experiment is a large 
contribUtion to the observed width, but also that many nuclear species are 
involved in producing this new y-component, and therefore neither the dis- 
tribution of the observed total "raw" (i.e. not scaled accsrding Co fragment 
~ i e ld )  y excess, nor the excess per detected fragment in each mass bin, is truly 
representative of the distribution of nuclei responsible. 
The difficulty of treating correctl~ the combination of detector resolution 
and mass ~ i e l d  effects, and the very different fragment yield curves sbtained 
in heavy-ion fusion-fission (symmetric fiscion) and spontaneous (asymmetric) 
fission, make direct quantitative comparisons difficult. However. it is clear 
that the distribution of the high-energy 7-ray excess yield is very similar, for 
the heavy fragment only, to that from 252Cf 151, suggesting that this effect is 
indeed associated with the Am132 region (rather than, for example, special 
symmetry properties of the system). Furthermore, i.rl both Systems, the total 
excess yield is around 20 times h i g h  than the yield of any strongly produced 
product nucleus in the mass region where the "bump" is observed. If only one 
nucleus were emitting such T'S, this would corres~ond to  -100MeV per nu- 
deus. A more realistic estimate, assurning 1 7 is emitted per nucleus, suggests 
that at least SO isotopes are involved in producing the "bump7'. In fact more 
neutron rich products are formed by 252Cf s.£. than by 19F+197A~,  indicating 
that a rather large area of the N-Z plane is responsible. The effect cannot 
therefore be ascribed to the spectroscopic properties of a single nucleus or 
even a fev nuclei, or to a special proton or neutron number, but is associated 
wi& a large range of nuclei. 
The mechanism producing such high-enerqy y ?s is unknon-n, bu t t he data 
atrongly suggest an associaf,ion with tfie inass 120-140 region, lshere a large 
e is undergone on passing from t lie scissiori poin t to t he grorind- 
uctei aIso exhibit rela t i d ~  "lrard" shapes or increased "stifFnessi' 
a& snme poinf, during this process, a nci i f  tias heen sugges ted that t his property 
rnay be asociated witb tfre increased yield of high-energy 7%. Alternative 
s kave suggested that the emission of the y-ray is related to  vibrations 
or oscillations of the combined system following scission (61. In this model, 
however, the excess y yield was predicted at (and symmetically about) half the 
mass of the fissioning system. The comparison of data from the two systems 
now investigated does not therefore support this alternative description. 
Fur t  her  Investigations 
The observation of this new high-energy y-ray component in the system 
'I3 F+lg7Au has prompted further experimental investigations. The heavy- 
ion fusion-fission reactions 180+232Th and 180+238U, leading to very much 
heavier compound nuclei and therefore different complementary fragments for 
any given product nucleus, have been studied, again with the Heidelberg- 
Darmstadt Crystal Ball in coincidence with parallel-plate avalanche counters 
for mass determination, The regions of the N-Z plane populated in these fission 
reactions should also differ from those observed in the reactions 19F+lg7An 
and 252Cf; in terms of N/Z ratio the new reactions fall between the two previ- 
ous measurements. Analysis of the '80+232Th data is at an advanced stage, 
and the fragment mass yield distribution nbtained irom the parallel-plate data 
is in good agreement with expectations. It is koped that a.comparissn sf  ihe 
fuil data set of three heavy-ion fusion-fission reactions will yield more detaikd 
information on this new decay. 
Summary 
The high-energy y-ray spectrum assseiated with fragments in the A-120- 
140 region produced in the heavy-ion fusion-fission reaction 1g~+fg7A.ta shows 
a strong enhancement at 3-9MeV. This newand surprising 7-component cor- 
responds to a contribution of the order of an MeV on average pei. fissiori. 
A-132), and khe figure may be several times greater for spe8fic isotopes; the 
present investigation, the first obaervation sf t hir; effect, aitinned .fsr high det,ec- 
more detaiied measureinents of the decajr etaergy earried 
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The Heidelberg-Damstadt Crystal-Ball-Spectrometer 
as 4 n - Neutron Detector 
Thomas Dörfler, Manfred ~Mutterer, Peter Singer, J.??. Theobald 
TH- Darmstadt, Inst. für Kernphysik 
The Heidelberg-Darmstadt Crystaf-Ball Spectrometer as 47c - Neutron Detector has 
been tested Pör931. It is shown that an analysis of the events can reduce the Cross talk 
between neighbouring Nd-detectors. The detection efiiency for neutrons from 
spontaneous fission of 252Cf is about 55 %, The angular resolution in the Crystal-Ball 
is + 9". The simultaneous measurement of the fission axis allows to decide wether the 
neutron is emitted from the light- or the heavy fragment. 
The Crystal-Ball was constructed in the end of the 70-th at tfie Max Planck Institute 
for Nzrclear Physics in Heidelberg. It consist of 162 pentagons ancl hexagsn~ of 
thallium-doped N d  - each with the Same solid angle ofnI40. The hygoscopic c~ystalf; 
are covered by 0.6 mm thick alurninum sheets. On the top a photo mdiiplier aad a 
preamplifier is mounted. Putting aG detectors together one gets a ball with an Inner 






The Crystal-Ball is divided into two halves which can be seperated in order to insert 
vacuum tight experimental chambers with detector Systems. Electronics of Crystal-Ball 
and experiment are controlled and read out by a CAMAC-Bus- The data recording 
system is a VAX and allows a rate of events of 1000 per second. The time resolution 
of the Nd-detectors is about 3 ns, the dead time 0.5 ps - 1 ps. 
Because of the size of the crystals ( 1 = 20 cm) the efficiency for garnma-quanta fiom 
z52Cf (sf) is about 90%-95% and for neutrons 50%-70% ( depending on energy ). 
Detection of Gamma-Quanta and Neutrons 
A separation of gamma-quanta and neutrons is possible due to the time-of-flight of 
neutrons over the 25 cm between source and crystals. 
The spectra of yield vs. time for 2 S 2 ~ f  (sf) @ata fisrn A. Wiswesser, MPI fur 
Kernphysik Heidelberg 1992 pis92]), show the prompt gamma-peak and the delayed 
neutron-hump. The 6 plots are for 6 diierent regions of energy detected in the Nd-  
crystals. 
For 252Cf (sf) the energy distribution of the neutrons is known [Kle82]. For a transfer 
into a time-of-flight distribution it is necessaiy to make assumptions about the mean 
free path of the neutrons in the Nd-crystal ( 8 - 10 cm : [Sfa88] ). In addition one has 
to take care of a background of delayed gamma-quanta fiom fission fkagments [Ska70] 
which dominates the yield in the low-energy region and demands an upper time limit 
Tmax. For statistics it is no difference, because in a time window from 5 ns to 50 ns are 
~ 90 % of the expected neutrons. 
--- Expected time of flight spectra with iontribution of <ielayed y 
- Measured time of fight spectra 
( Figure from R Schmid-Fabiaq Dissertation MPI für Kernphysik 88 ) 
Neutron scattering Cross section for -Na and -7T -
The reasan for the response OE a garnma-detector on neutrons is the scattering cross 
s\eet;ion afneutrons on 13Na and 1Z7J, There are three different possibilities to produce 
gma-quanta with a minlrnurn of 50 keV (detection-limit for electronics): 
Average energy lass for a neutron : 
'f%le kinetio energy of the sattered core has to be converted into gamma rays. The 
iinit sf the NaJ-crystal for the registration of an event is 50 keV or 
keV far the Data fiom A. Wiswesser ). 
The. irestrttuig limits fer neutron energy are 1.5 MeV for scattering on Z3Na and 8 MeV 
fpdf naTf* 
Seattezal neu"Croas mefy be dete~ted in a second Nd-crystal. 
seeeion for xreutroia energies below 1 MeV is low. Above it is constant ait 1 
l=Bag. 
etected u1, a second Nd-cqstal. 
a small contnbution on the total cross 
on can easily be detected because of 
etgy and measured y-emrgy. 
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Neutron scattering cross section for 23Na and 1275 
Q tot 
Calculated and measured detection efficiency E 
With the knowledge about the Cross sections it is possible to calculate the theoretical 
detection efficiency for neutrons and to cornpare it to the measured one. The measured 
efficiency is deduced fiom the ratio of measured neutrons to expected neutrons. W. 
Weiter P e i S l ]  found that the efficiency depends on the energy threshold of the NaJ- 
electronics. With 50 keV the efficiency E is constant at 75 %, with 100 keV E rises 
eorn below 50 % to 70 % and follows the calculated curve for the non-elastic 
contribution. 
single NaJ -detector 
t 
o ~ i  i 4 . 6  i a 9; 
neutron energy @ e ~ ]  
necrtmn energy lMeVS 
Weiter explained the difference between measured and calculated efficiency in the 
lower energy region as beeing due to sattering from the sides into the single Nd- 
detector. 
The companson of the results for a single NaJ-detector with results from a Segment 
with 22 Nd-Detectors (central & 2 rings of neighbors) shows this effect of scattering. 
Weiter measured a efficiency up to 37 % higher. This as "Cross Talk" known effect is 
with all 162 detectors higher. 
The reason for this is the double-detection of scattered neutrons in different Nd-  
detectors and cross talk of gamma-quanta. 
Suppression of Cross Talk 
Because of the cross sections and solid ang!e of the neighbouring Nd-Detectors one 
can estimate, that 90 % of secondary events (cross talk) should measured in next three 
rings of neighbours. From the rest, scattered neutrons may be suppressed by limiting 
the Time of Flight to Tmax. 
In a Time of Flight window fiom Tmin = 5 ns to Tmax = 50 ns are 90% of the 
expected neutrons. 
By analyzing energy and time of neighbouring detectors one can eliminate secondary 
event s. 
R. Schrnid-Fabian [Sfa88] used a cross tallc rejection with 2 rings of neighbours for the 
correction of neutron data fiom the spontaneous fission of 252Cf Events in 
neighbouring detectors within the Same time were taken as cross talk of gamma- 
quanta, events after 1.4-times and 1.8-times time-of-flight as scattered neutrons in the 
1.st and 2.nd ring. These factors he deduced from n o d i z i n g  the average neutron 
multiplicity to 3.77. 
The cross taik rejection we used P ö e 3 f  for the correction af the neutron data k m  
the expenment of k Wiswesser JJVis921 is valid for 3 rings of neighbours and takues 
into account of the energy of scattered neutrons. This energy is cdcutated as d-rfference 











ATCB = TCB2- TCBi 
2 2 TCBi 
2 
E.1; 6- EcBl = E('-) 
2 ATCB 
Time of t k  primary detector 
Time of secondary detector 
Energy of primary detector 
Mass of neutron 
Kinetic energy of neutron before scattering 
Kinetic energy of neutron &er scattering 
Velocity of neutron 
Distance fiom source to first scattering pokt 
Distance fkom first to second scattering point 
li 2 2*ECBl/nin=(j&---( TCB 1 - TCB 2 ) 
Time timit w i t h  an event is considered as scattered neutron: 
Because of the size of the Nd-Crystals r and li can differ on a wide range. Mean 
values are: 
r = 3 5 c m  11=12.25crn 12=21.35 cm Z 3 = 27.3 cm 
Because of the wide range of free paths and the uncertainty of the energy of scattered 
neutrons the cross talk rejection isn't perfect. 
It is not possible to reduce the remaining cross talk in the outer rings of neighbours 
because of misinterpreting primary events as scattered neutrons. 
Results of the Cross Talk Wection for the example of 
spontaneous fission of 252-Cf 
~ h e  following data and figures are based on the evaluation of 107 binary fission events 
from 252Cf (sf), measured by A Wiswesser [WisBZ]. The data reduction has been done 
by T. Dörller Pör931. Fission products energy and mass were measured by a 
semiconductor/parallel plate-detector System with a mass resoluti~n of 3 U to 5 U. 
Lower energy l i i t  for the 155 used NaJ-deteetors was 100 keV. The window for 
time-of-fiight was between 3 to 7 ns ( Tmin ) and 200 ns ( Tmax ). 
A sensitive method to test the quaiity of the cross talk rejection is to compare; the angle 
between two neutrons from one fission event. 
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Neutron multiplicity 
The average number of emitted neutrons fiom the fission of 2S2Cf (SO Y = 3.77 is a 
well known number in literature. The neutron multiplicity distribution is given as 
expected distribution 
From the data of Wiswesser [Wis92] we found: 
measured distribution before (I) and after Cross talk rejection (2) 
iUt an average multipli~iq of 2.1 the efficiency can be calculated to be 55 %, 
The dBerence between the measured m d  the expected distribution originates from the 
tbe masured mdtiplir=ity is the matnx product of the efficiency 
v e d o ~  af the expected multiplicity z(0 .. 7): 
The inverse operation should lead from the measured to the "real" multiplicity 
distribution. 
Unfortunately the rank of this matrix is very high ( 8 ) and E very low. Small 
distortions of g lead to big differentes in z. The unfoldiig process is very sensible and 
shows wrong results (e.g. oscillations ). 
With the known multiplicity distribution for 252Cf (sf) 
should reproduce the measured distfibution: 
Neutron "saw tooth" 
The mass dependend neutron multiplicity distribution - known as neutron "saw tooth" 
is well known in literature. 
A comparison with the data from Budtz-J0gensen, Knitter [Bud88] show differences 
not only in the extrema, but also in the mass regions fiom 80 U-100 U and 150 U - 170 
U. 
These data take care of all measured neutrons within 70" in respect to the fission axis 
and is not corrected for crossing neutrons - that rneans neutrons from lightlheavy 
ffagment that go to the other hemisphere. 
e Data Eom Budtz-Jmgensen and Knitter 
U Data fiom this work 
The differences in the extrema may be explained by the bad mass resolution. This, 
bwever, ic not .the reason for ihe differences at the borders. They can be explained by 
of the angular distribution of the neutrons in the laboratory System and as cross talk 
through the Crystd-Ball from the side with high/Iow multiplicity to the other. 
Tke aecond eE& should be reduced by reducing the upper limit for time-of-fiight. A 
seesnd evduaetion with Tmax = 50 ns is in preparation. 
Conclusions 
Detection efficiency is dependent on the lower energy limit of the Nd-detectors : 
< 55 % for 100 keV 
> 65 % for 50 keV 
a cross talk rejection can reduce the cross talk of neighbouring NaJ-detectors by a 
factor 10 , 
a small cross taik over ail detectors has to be taken into account, 
unfolding of multiplicity distributions is difficult, 
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Neutron Multiplicity Measurements in Correlation with Mass and Energy of 
Fission Fragments 
J. van Aarle, W. Westmeier, R.A. Esterlund, and P. Patzelt 
(Institut Für Kernchemie, Philipps Universität , D-3550 Marburg) 
and 
1-70 
We have measured the number of neutrons emitted in the spontaneous fission of 2 6 0 ~ d  
*2Cf, using a large Gd-doped liquid scintillator tank. 1211 m ~ d  fission events and 
107 * 2 ~ f  fissimi events were assayed, and correlations between the number of neutrons 
emitted by the fission fragments and the total kinetic energy (TKE) released in a particular 
fission event were investigated. From these correlations, spontaneous fission Parameters were 
derived and compared to exit channel predictions made by Brosa et  al. /BR090/. 
Introdrrction: 
In a recent investigation, WS. measured the number of neutrons emitted in the 
spontaneous fission of 2 " 0 ~ d  /WIL90/. We showed that the two different fission channels 
proposed by Hulet and coworkers /HUL86/ can be clearly separated, using the correlations 
betweeri the number of neutrons ernitted in a particular fission event and both the observed 
fission fragment masses and the total kinetic energy TKE. The results derived from the %ONId 
measurements are in agreement with theoretical calculations of Brosa et al. /BR090/. For 
the spontaneous fission of *2cf, Brosa et al. predict six different fission channels /BR090/, 
which until now have not all been verified experimentally. Making use of the extremely high 
coun~ng efficiency of our scintillator tank for neutrons, we should be able to verify whether or 
not tkese predicted fission channels do exist. 
7 % ~  areutron detecfor is a sphere with an outer diameter of 1.06 rn, which contains 500 1 
of a toiuene based liquid scintilIator (NE 323). The liquid scintillator is doped with ca. 0.4 
percent by weight of Cd, which h a ~  the Eargest capture cross-section of all elements for 
ans, Neutrons are thermalized in the scintillator liquid and captured by the Gd, 
e ~ s s i o n  of T-rays. The scintillator activated by the 7-rays emits light at the 
&.he visible spectwm, To detect these light pulses, 12 large ph~tomultiplier tubles 
2Q4l wiih ~r. diameter of 12 crn) are mounted symmetncally On the outer surface 
af the counter. A coincidence af the signals of at least two adjacent photomultipiier tubes is 
tu distinguish between 7-rays from the rreutron capture reactions and the 7-ray 
backgmnd e'Vexf&* 
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with two ORTEC surface-barrier detectors having 300 mm2 active area each. The distance 
between fission source and fission detectors is Set to 13 rnm, thus giving an efficiency of Ca. 
60 % for the detection of fission fragments. The detection of at least one fission fragment 
opens a 40 ps gate for the registration of fission neutrons. 
We assayed coincident fission fragment energies and neutron mulfiplicities for Ca. 
1.7 lo7 spontaneous fission events of 252~f ,  The neutrons were detected with an efficiency of, 
Ca. 85%. The experimental fragment energies PI and E'$ were corrected for the pulse height 
defect /WEI86/, yielding secondary energies E1 and EF2. These secondary energies were 
converted to secondary masses R1 and R2, which were then converted to primary masses Al 
and 4, using r(A) tables from Budtz-J~rgensen and Knitter /BUD88/ and our experimental 
neutron multiplicity V, . The secondary energies EI and E2 were also converted to primary 
energies El and ancfthus the total kinetic energy TKE was obtained. 
Having these data event by event, we generated three-dimensional pbts of both yield 
fragment mass vs. TKE and Ü vs. fragment mass vs. TKE, as well as the concurrent cuts and 
projections. 
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The projection of the data onto the mass axis yields the fission-fragment mas 
distribution which is given in Figure 2. The shape of the distribution between masses 80 and 
172 is consistent with data published earlier by other authors /BUD88, SCH83, WAL77/. The 
experimental peak-to-valley ratio of 17.0 can be compared to similar values 0f 15.8 /Bu~88/ ,  
13.4 /SCH83/ and 20.7 /WAL77/, respectively. The humps around masses 77 and 175 may 
possibly originate from the superasymmetric fission channel / ~ ~ 0 9 0 / .  The distribution is 
best fitted with five gaussian functions for both the light and h e a y  mass regions. The 
positions of four gaussian functions are in good agreement with the average masses < AH> of 
four of the six fission channels predicted by Brosa et al., namely the three standard channels 
as well as the superasymmetric fission mode. The remaining two fission modes (supershort 
and superlong) are both expected to have average masses around <AN[> = 127 and are 
probably included in the fifth component Table I shows positions, standard deviations and 
intensities of the gaussian functions in comparison with theoretical fissisn mode calculations 
of Brosa et aI. /BR090/. Similar experimental data on the average fragment masses <AH> 
and standard deviations oA based on measurements outlined by Budtz-Jgrgensen and Knitter 
/BUD88/ are also given by Brosa et al. /BR090/. 
Fragment mass (amul 
e 2 Fission-fragment mass distribution from the spontaneous 
fission of 2s'~f. The gaussian functions show the resolution 
according to the three standard channels, the superasymmetric 
ehamel and a fifth component near mass syrnmetry, which 
might be a mixture of the supershort and the superiong fission 
cbanne1, Fm details, see text 
fisdon-Etagment mass distributions were determined fot all experimental neutr~on 
ies (veXp = O to 9). From the resolution of the mass distributions for each neutron 
vaXp, we obtained the a rea  of the gaussian distributions and derived the neutron 
disrdbutitms due to the varfous exit channels. The uncorrected (witthout 
dmdtfme and efficienq corrections) neutron muItipli&y distributions are shown 
9 7 
Table I: Intensities (I), positions (<AH>) and standard deviations (U) of various fission 
channels connected with the spontaneous fission of 252~f from this work 
compared with theoretical calculations ( e  AH> , U,) of Brosa and coworkers 
/BR090/. 
Standard I 13.5 -: 0.5 135.6 -: 0.2 134.9 3.86 +- 0.15 3.13 
Standard I1 48.2 + 1.1 143.3 + 0.1 142.5 4.81 2 0.10 5.00 
Standard 111 35.0 2 1.2 146.3 + 0.3 148.5 7.90 r 0.20 7.13 
superasymm. 0.3 + 0.1 177.0 2 1.2 178.6 4.27 It: 0.90 0.37 
superlong 127.5 12.6 3.0 i 0.2 130.7 2 0.2 2.4 i 0.1 
supershort 126 1.8 
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of two well-resolved distributions, which are probably due to the supershort (low neutrou 
multiplicities) and the superlong (higher neutron multiplicities) fission channels. The figune 
shows uncorrected neutron multiplicity distributions. The gaussian functisns in all multiplicity 
distributions are given to guide the eye. From these distributions, we calculated the corrected 
average neutron multiplicity values 5 given in Table 11, and compared them with thle 
theoretical predictions of Brosa et al. /BR090/. Since the theoretical values of E have 
uncertainties of ca. + 1 neutron, the data from these calculations may be considered to be in 
good agreement with our results. 
Table 11: Average neutron multiplicities of predicted exit channels in the spontaneous 
fission of 252~f  from this work, compared with theoretical calculations (Y,) of 
Brosa and coworkers /BR090/. Data are corrected fsr  background, deadtimle 
and detector efficiency. 
- d 
Fission channel V vt 
Standard I 3.8 r 0.2 2.5 
Standard I1 3.5 r 0.2 3.5 
Standard 111 3.9 2 0.2 
superasymm. 3.8 2 0.2 3.6 
superlong 4.2 -1: 0.2 6.5 
supershort 0.9 +. 0.2 0.1 
The V(A) systematics given in /BUD88/ and our experimental vap have been used to 
calcuZate the partial neutron multiplicities of the light and heavy fragment masses, and thus t~o 
correct the secondary masses for neutron emission. From these partial neutron multiplicity 
data, we iteratively obtained a three-dimensional array of the average neutron multiplici~ ü 
as a function of fiagment mass and total kinetic energy. We show this matrix in Figure 4. The 
well-hown sawtooth stmcture of the average neutron multiplicity G as a function of the 
fragment mass is found for all vaiues of TKE, and the variation of Ü with TKE shows the Same 
dependence as published earlier by Budtz-Jgrgensen and Knitter /BUDSS/. In addition, the 
Eigure shows ssme interesting stmctuze. In the mass and TKE region where the 
superasymmetric Ession channel is expected (CA> = 73 amu and CA> = 179 amu with 
< > = 140 MeV), a third and a fourth sawtooth appear. In the mass region 
120 5 AI 130 amu with TKE values around 230 MeV, we find higher values of V than 
expected fmm theoretical calculations /BR090/. Fission events in this mass and TKE region 
are probabfy due to tbe supershort fission channel as proposed by Brosa et  al., and a very low 
avetage neutron multipliciq of Ca. 0.1 neutrons per fission is proposed for this fission mode 
/BR090/, in contrast ts experimental findings. 
Since we kiave measured the total number of neuttons emitted in a particular fission 
event9 we sorted all events in wbich a given number OE neutrons is emitted for the 3333 and 
mass distriburtians. VVe also calculated the partial number of neutrons emitted by the light and 
ents to crrrrect the secondary fr-ment masses for neutron evaparation. With 
wrr sepzrrated fragment mass distributions for a given experimental neutron 
and fhe concurrent partial neutron multiplicities. As an example, we show in 
ulirrns for partial neutron muitiplicit ies o f spon taneaus fission events 
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with a total number of three detected neutrons. The mass distributions with Open squares 
connected by the solid line originate from events where no neutron was emitted by the light 
fragment (lefthand side, vL=O), and all three neutrons were emitted by the heavy fragment 
(righthand side, vH=3) .  The mass distributions with Open circles and a dashed line stem from 
events where one neutron was emitted by the light fragment, and two neutrons came from the 
heavy fragment. The distributions with closed squares and a dotted line originate from fission 
events where the light fragment emitted two neutrons, whereas one neutron was ernitted by 
the heavy fragment, The distributions with closed circles and a solid line originate from events 
where all neutrons were emitted by the light fragment. The Same mass distributions for partial 
neutron multiplicities were determined for all experimental neutron multiplicities veXp. 
Spontaneous fission of 252~f:  Three-dimensional 
representation of the average neutron multiplicity Ü 
fragment mass vs. total kinetic energy (m). 
The observation that the average Bght fragment mass increases with the gar-tbl tfeutron 
multiplicity vL (for a given V, ) is consistent with predictions of Brosa et al., arid is easüy 
understood in terms of the raniom neck rupture model /BR090/. In FEgure 
the light fragment, the average mass as a function of the partial neu'eron 
experimental neutron multiplicities higher than vmp=O Une obsenes th 
fragment mass imreases with Increaing partial ineutron mdtiplid Orie atm ~ ' b s m x  tha* 
the neck volume (defhed as the differeilce between wo adfdcent av%lrag~ x'Ei;lss Y ~ I u ~ )  
decreases from ca. 10 amu (emission .af the first o i  srtconrf neu.tr~n) to a value af Ca* 3 amu 















Figure 5: Mass distributions for partial neutron multiplicities derived 
from fission events with a total nurnber of three detectcd 
neutrons. 
p a r t i a l  neutrun  m u l t i p l j c i t y  vL 
Figure 6: Average masc of the light fragment as a function of the partial 
aeutron multiplicip (lines ta g&de the eye). 
As the light fragment mass increases with the partial neutron multiplicity, the mass split 
becomes more symmetrical. For a given deformation (i.e. neutron multiplicity), this will affect 
the total kinetic energy reieased in the fission process. Figure 7 shows the TKE as a function 
of the partial neutron multiplicity of the light fragment vL' For the first emitted neutron, the 
increase in TKE is Ca. 16 MeV, because there is also a large increase of the average mass (see 
Figure 6) and thus the mass split becomes more symrnetrical. For the second and the third 
emitted neutron, the increase in mass is smaller and the increase in TKE is only Ca. 7 MeV for 
the second and Ca. 3 MeV for the third neutron emitted by the light fragment. 
From Figure 6, we derived the increments of the number of ncutrons emitted by either 
the light or the heavy fission fragment. To understand this dependence, we schematically 
show in Figure 8 the prescission shape (part a) and the preferred scission configurations (parts 
b to e) of a * 2 ~ f  nucleus, for the case where a total number of three neutrons is ernitted from 
the fission fragments. 
- In spontaneous fission, the excitation energj -of the fission fragments comes from the 
deformation of the scissioning nucleus. Tne number of neutrons emitted from the fission 
fragments is correlated with the excitation energy. The higher the excitation energy of a 
fission fragment, the greater the number of neutrons ernitted from this fragment, and vice 
versa. This implies that the total number of neutrons ernitted in a particular fission event i s  
directly connected with the deformation of the nucleus at scission. Therefore, the shapes of 
scissioning * 2 ~ f  nuclei which lead to different total numbers of emitted neutrons must also 
differ. 
pa r t i a l  neutron m u l t i p l i c i t y  Y, 
schematicaly depict various locations in the neck where 
the nucleus rnight finally break up and scission occurs. 
If the neck ruptures close to  the one end with the 
average mass of 90amu (part b), this light fragment 
has a nearly spherical shape and therefore its 
deformation energy is too small to emit a neutron 
(vL = 0). If the light fragment is formed with an 
average mass close to 104 amu (part C), its shape is 
somewhat deformed, and the deformation energy is 
high enough to allow the emission of one neutron 
(vL = 1). Raising the average mass of the Iight 
fragment by an additional 8 amu to a value of 112 amu 
(part d), the fragment shape is even more deformed, 
and two neutrons are enitted from the light fragment 
(vL = 2). Figure 5 shows that this neck rupture 
configuration is mostly preferred in spontaneous fission 
events with a total number of three emitted neutrons. 
If the light fragment emits all three neutrons (vL = 3), 
nearly the entire neck remains with this fragment and 
the deformation energy reaches its maximum value 
(part e). The average mass of the light fragment is Ca. 
120 amu. This schematic description is in agreement 
with the sawtooth structure of the v(A) distribution. 
The average neutron multiplicity emitted from the light 
fragment reaches its maximum value near 120 amu, 
whereas for the corresponding heavy fragment mass 
near 132 amu, the average neutron multiplicity has its 
minirnum value. 
Szcmmary= 
From the mass distributions of partial neutron 
multipiicities originating from fission events with a 
given number of neutrons (see Figure 9, we 
schematically derive various prescission configurations 
of the %f nucleus (see Figure 8). The differences in 
these prescission configurations originate mainly from 
the length of the neck, and thus determine the 
deformation of the fission fragments after the neck 
ruptures. The deforrnation according to these 
schematical prescission configurations can be 
expressed in terms of both TKE and mass increments 
(see Figures 6 and 7). With these data, it may be 
pcsssibk to calcuilate tbe actual prescission shape of a 
*%X nmias for any givm number of total or even 
prtttiof neutron mul tipficity, 
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Abstract 
Direction-sensitive spectroscopy of fission fragments (twin ionization cham- 
ber with Frisch grids) was combined witli tlie measiirernent of neutron multipli- 
city distribution P(v), average total y-ray cnergy (2x271- Gd-loaded scintillator) 
as well as cnergy arid arigiilar distril>ri€ioii of iieiitroiis arid y-r;lys. Il;is<!tl ori 
tlie careful accouiit for iiecessary correclions, scissioii corifignratioris giveti by 
mass asymmetry, eloiigation (total kinetic energy of frag~nents), and shape 
asymmetry (y/v2) can be studied exclusively in correlation with differential 
distributions of emission products. The scheme for correcting the neutron mul- 
tiplicity distribution including its separation into the contributions from tlie 
complementary fragments is presented in detail. The mass yield for extreme 
%/ii2 ratiss show fine structures indicating the cold sbape-asymmetric fission. 
1 Introduction 
Beside the specification of scission point configurations by mass and charge asymme- 
try (Al/& and &/&, respectively) and elongation (measured as total kinetic energy 
TKE of the fragments), the shapes of the nascent fragments define the energetical 
conditions at acissisn point essentiaily. Tlie only one corresponding observable is the 
number of neutrons emitted from t;he individual fragments as a measure of (asym- 
rnentt excitation energy relleased aftes dissipation of fragment defosrnation 
energy aiter sc'nssion, First attempts in this field by AlIdiazov et al. [I] Iiint at unusuai 
eff:ects. 
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In order to make this option accessible, a twin ionization chamber TIC [2] was com- 
bined with the 2 x 2 ~  Gd-loaded scintillator tank [3] at  Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin. 
In addition, differential characteristics (energy and angular distributions) of emission 
products have been measured by tlie use of a NE213 11/7 detector and a AE-E- 
telescope. 
In this Paper, we will restrict to the determination of the neutron multiplicity distri- 
bution from individual fragments characterized by A arid TI<E. The analysis of the 
data involves several corrections to be considered careftiily in order to obtain reliable 
results. Besides the account for detector eficicricy, Ixic.kgroiirid, anti Cross talks tlie 
measured neutron multiplicity distributions from thc two hemisplieres of the sciri- 
tillator tank have to be unambigiously transformed (and separated) to the actual 
distributions of the complementary fragments. This requires the use the fragment- 
neutron angular correlation, 
Figure 1: Cross-section of the axially symmetric experimental set-up 
2 Experiment 
to COSO), and (iii) sum signals of anode and grid pulses [4]. Version (iii) yiellds the 
best angular resolution [2]. The catliode time signal is also used as START for the 
neutron time-of-flight measurement. In addition, the light output and pulse-sliape 
axnplitude of tlie n-y-detector pulses are collected. Tlie 7-fiasli (as a measure of 
total 7-ray energy) registered by the neutron spliere is weil separated (in time) from 
the neutron events appearing within about 40 PS after fission due to capture by 
Gd nuclei. Neutron events from both hemisplieres as well as the total number nie 
scaled, In addition, cross talks (coincidence between botli hemispheres within a 25 ns 
window), the background rate, und pile-up events (i.e. further fission event within the 
40 ps counting interval) are marked. Tlie experiment involves multiple calibrations, 
e.g- 252Cf - a-line measured at higher CH.4 pressure in the LIC, and a continuous 
stability check. 
3 Data Analysis and Corrections 
The TIC data analysis and correction is described elsewhere 121. 
Correction for cross talks: Cross talks CT disturb the separation of the total neu- 
tron number into fhe individual numbers emitted from both complementary fission 
fragments remarkably. Their rate is proportional to vt,t. The necessary elimination 
of events m&rked as CT requires a first correction of the yield Y(A,TI<E) by the CT 
efficiency deduced from the measured data directly by calculating the ratio of the 
yields without/with CT. It is represented in Fig. 2. 
akio sf the non-crass talk rate t o  the total one (renormalized). 
This result has been well reproduced on the basis of a neutron transport calculation 
in connection with the description of the neutron angular distribution (code MCNP 
151) as f(A,TKE) within a ccamplex statistical model [G] to fission neutron emission. 
Angle cone selection: The separation of the netitron numbers counted to neutron 
multiplicities from the light and heavy fragment is only possible if utilizing the 
fragment-neutron angular correlation. This requires tlie selection of a fragment di- 
rection cone close to the sannple plane normal. In the present work the COSO interval 
considered has been set to 0.,85 - 1.0 (31.5 deg). Here, tl-ie mass and energy resolution 
is best due to the rather smali energy loss of the fragments ( W  cos-'Q). 
Correction f or coz~nting e f f icien,cy: The relation betwee~i the ineasurccl ( M i )  and 
the real (Qk) mttltiplicity distribution is giveri by 
where Aik is the efficiency rnatrix 
The inverse matrix method based on 
fails in the case of low efficiencies and/or posr statisties, Tliereforc, we malle use d 
an iteration procedure [7] 
in order to avoid arbitrary fltuctua&ons irr the Gase of rare eventr;. 
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is used to deduce the intensity ratio 
ß(A,  TICE) = Ig0(A7 T I i T ]  
I;O(A, TIE~- 
as the basis for the corresponding correction leading to tbe final neutron multiplicity 
distribution for each fragment at given A and TKE. Eq. (7) is only exact for a 
fragment direction identical with the sample plane normal. The full analysis accounts 
for the fragment angle cone mentioned above. Fig. 3 represents P calsulated for an 
approximative center-of-mass (CMS) spectrum d(c) @ezp(-EIT) as; funckion of 
the average specttrum "temperature" T and the ckaracteristic CMS-LS-transformation 
parameter Ef = Ek/A. Note that T = f(A,TKE) has to be csnsidered exclusively. 
It  is deduced from the measured neutron multiplicity, whick is transformed into an 
average excitation energy via energy balance of fragrnent cle-excitation. 
Figure 3: Furewardl backward correction factor ß as function of averagt: spectrum 
temperature T and Ef = &/A. 
Analysis of neutron and Y-ray spectra: Neutron time-of-flight spectra for given 
cosO are transformed into the energy distribution taking into account the detection 
efiiency, which can be easily determined by anadydng tlie integral neutron spectrum 
with regard to khe 252C f (s f )  standard. This method yie& an eifective matrix in- 
clucling the correction for scattering effects. The angular distr-butions of 7-rays is 
measured as funiction of response energy. Their analysis is performed with account 
%L the 7-ray wsponse matrix of the NE213 detector ca1culated by Monte Carlo tech- 
rrique, An adequate m d e l  calculation (statistical rnodel of y-ray ernission and VMI 
- variable maments of inet ia  - model tQ account for transitioris *ithin the rotational 
band) will give information about the average angular momentum of fission fragments 
fal: given sciscion configtrration. 
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4 First Results 
The ü(A) curve (Fig. 4) demonstrates tlie influence of tlie corrections discussed above 
obviousIy. I-Iere, the superasymmetric fission modc yielding a triple saw-tootli curve 
ü(A) is evident (cf. [8]). 
Figure 4: Avemge neutron multiplicity as function of fragment mass. 
The £1111 dependence of ü on A and TKE is represented in Pig. 5, tt and TKE for 
given A are clearly anticorrelated. This is a consequence of enegy csnsesvation (& 
= TKE $- TE*). 
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The mass distributions for fixed ratios u1/u2 are of special interest. Figure 6 showa 
a selection of the results obtained. The fine structure effects fsr extreme multiplicity 
ratios are predominantly due to a proton odd-even effect because of tlie typical A 
dependent period of about 5 a.m.u. As an exainple, llie mass distribulion for vr/uz  = 
015 is represented in Fig. 7, where tlie charge nurnbers aecording to the unchanged 
charge distribution (UCD) are also indicated. Our data confirm the first experimen- 
tal indications of a shape-asymmetric cold fission rneasured by Alkhazov et al. [I] 
qualitatively. 
1700 - T T ~ T ~ ~ < J  r r r - i ~ ~ r ~ - n ~ ~ - ~ - ~ m . r ~ ~ r m  i 4 
Figure 7: Fragment mass yield for fixed ur / v2 = 0/5. 
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mass split can be understood as an cpalitative indication of tlie potential energy 
surface at  scission depending on the typical individual deformations of the com- 
plementary fragments. Obviousl~r, mass-symmetric fissioii is predominantly shape- 
asymmetris. 
Figure; 9: Two-dimensional neutron multiplicity distribution for the syrnmetric mass 
split 126/126. 
5 Summary and Outlook 
In the present work, we presented first (preliminary) resuits of a fission correlation 
experimmt V- cornbining the meaurement of the fragrnent distribution in A, (Z), TKE, 
arid an& with the determinatiori of integral characteristics (neiltron mliltiplicity arid 
axerage 7-ray energy) attd tlie spectroscopy of relatcd criiission proclttcts (ncutroiis, 
y-rays, and charged particlec. In particiilar, tlie frag~ncnt distributiolis for fixed (in- 
dividual) neutroxi multiplicities indicate unusual fission niodes (cold~compact, cold 
deformed, ~ o l d  shape-asymmetric). The further analysis of the multi-fold data will 
indude higher-order correlations, e-g. regarding the sgectroscopic emission characte- 
riatics of neutiwns and 7-rays, 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Present stage ot tlie experinienta.1 and tlieoreticl iiivcstigalioiis of Iicavy iiiiclciis fissioii 
process consists in study of the excited and deforrtied nuclear systen~ iiiovenietit frotn tlie 
top of fission barrier towards scission point where tlie fissioning system is separated into 
- 
two fragments witli different masses and cliarges. 
The ultimate aim of such investigations consists in working out complete theory G: 
this complex reaction in nuclear physics. The main aim of the modern experiment in fission 
physics consists in the collecting of the information about masses, charges, excitation and 
kinetic energies, and angular momenta of fission fragments as well as secondary neutron 
and 7-ray characteristics. 
I<eeping in mind the great irnportance of fission reaction in tlie modern atomic 
energetics such elaborate investigations acquire great practical significance because tliey 
create conditions for carrying out the calculations witli tlie precision wliicli is iiow necessary 
for practice. 
T l ~ e  searcli and development of tlie some new ways arid passibilities for fissioii process 
investigations are the important addition to tlie multiparameter fission experiments. Such 
an interestjng new possibility for fission st~tdy can be provided by the space parity violation 
experiments in neutron induced fission, 
It seems interesting and fruitful to use a possibility of tlie combined investigation 
'af fission and lieavy ion reactions with the same conipound systems and fragments (or 
projectiles) of these reactions. 
We are planning to study mainly tlie slow neutron induced fission of some heavy 
actinides. Such a choice of the type of induced fission reaction is conditioned by tlie existente 
in PEP1 rather good neutron sousces such as stationary researcli reactor WWR-M (18 MW), 
neutron titne-of-ftiglit spectrometer GNEIS and, in tlie nearest f ~ t u r e ,  research reactor PIIC, 
which cati give tfie possibility to acliieve a good statistical accuracy in multiparameter 
experinie~ts. 
2 INVESTIGATION OF THE CORRELATED DISTRI- 
BUTIONS OF FRAGMENT MASSES, CHARGES, VE- 
LOCITIES AND KINETIC ENERGIES IN THE HEAVY 
NUCLEUS FISSION INDUCED BY THERMAL NEU- 
TRONS 
(PNPI, MEPI, JINR(LNR), NPI) 
Studies of the single or tlie few parameter distributions of fission fragments (for ex- 
ample M; 2; &in; M and 2; M, E k t n  and V etc.) formed a main part of ail experiments 
in fission physics during more than a fifty years liistory. But the rather ricli information 
obtained as a result of sucli investigations turned out to be insufficient for tlie creation of a 
complete theory of the fission process. 
Very important step on the way of collection of tlie essential information about fissi~n 
process 11% been done in ILL {~renoble) wliere liiglily sopliisticated and interesting installa- 
tions sucli as 77Lohengrinn mass-separator and "Cosi Fan Tutte" spectrometer was put into 
operation 20 yaers ago [I]. But one can obtain information complete enough practically 
only for one of two fission fragments because of the low coincidence counting rate (?'Cosi 
Fan Tutte" spectrometer). So, only the most probable magnitides of the main fission para- 
meters for the second fragment can be used in tlie analysis, To overcome tliis sliortage, tlie 
possibility and tlie expediency of tlie constructing and use of the twoarm fission fragment 
spectrometer with the thin fissile target situated near reactor core Iiave been analyzed in 
our work [2]. 
Now tlie spectrometer of tliis type is under construction. The electromagnetic mass 
Separator is planned to be used on one side of two-arm fissian fragment spectrometer. Time- 
of-flight spectrometer with the precise ionization cliamber [3j is planiied Go be used on t b  
second side of this instrument. To achieve a high acceptance sf the Ass!sii fragmcznts a,nd 
to obtain a high coincidence counting rate of fission events, tlie electrsslatic guides fsr the 
cliarged fission fragments will be used to transport charged heavy ions frsm the %arg& to- 
wards tlie end detectors. 
The precise information about the mass and kinetic snergy and eliarges for one of 
the fragments can be obtained in th i  arm of electroniagnetlc izms separater. T h  masses 
and kinetic energies of tlie compleinenZary fragments are obtained from tlte cssrdatied 1nie;cc- 
surements of the fragment velocities and kinetic energies by the time-of-fligtit sprsctr~mtreer~ 
The nuclear charges for tlie fragments with well defined lnrtsses anct mtergiec c m  ibe toxtraced 
from the measurement oi the ion ranges In precise iaiiieatioii rä~arber, Jnl aermzs rirxperimeats 
tlie oriented semico~iductor detectors will be used i~istcarl af tlae S011DI~k1~14 ci~anaf>~r La 
crease ionization defect due to atatiiic collisioi~s, 
Several versions of tliis coiu plex iastrrinirrrt nse arr pBa taatrd, Par PX;~P~I~)!Z, a l  g r ~ t  
two time-of-Aiglit spectrometers w6th the predse iottiz;kt.isli rltoaraabcr8 will 136 co,tq0ni)$stetl SR?& 
a two-arm instrument. Such a combination is b tested taüw oara ta~ngai~a;lai dnä,~~axel 
of WWR-M reacbr. Besides, tlie separate QIB ent o'd" each arm -caP the irnskrume~~% 2s 
possible. 
A sclieme of the electromagnetic m u s  ra~paratw C ra'~i%t~d ia presented Par F&* 1, 
The distilictlve feature oE this sclieme ~onsisks i
main elements of tlicr separatm 
M) by ineam af tlre dectrk iqua 
gives a possibility to Change very flexibly the main para~neters of the m a ~ s  eparator (mass 
resolution M / A M  and accepta.nce F) witliin tlie followiiig intervals: 
Figur& 1: Scheme of the electromagnetic mass separator: 1 - fissile target, 2 - fragment 
detecbr, Q - quadrupolc lenses, S - hexapole lenses, E - electrostatic analizer, M - magnetic 
anaüzer 
The scl-terne of tlie acting model of two-arm time-of-fligbt spectrometer installed at 
the tarigentiai neut~on channel of WWR-M reactor is shown Sn Fig. 2. Some details of this 
modei arf: slrown in the Figs. 3 and 4. The main parameters of this spectrometer obtained 
jft tfte mmse of tlie test measurements are shown in comparison with those of "Cosi Fan 
Ti&&'$ 3ia the EoBowing table 
Figure 2: Scheme of the acting model of two-arm time-of-tlight spectrometer with the. fissile 
target situated near the WWE-M reactor core: 1 - fissile target, 2 - reactor rdiatisn shietd, 
3 - biological shield, 4 - reactor core, 5 - ion quide, 6 - time pick-off detectora, 7 - vacuum 
tubes, 8, 9 - ionization chambers, 10, 11 - vacuum pumps 
Characteristics (*) Cosi Fan Tutte Model on WWR-M 
Neutron flux on tlie targct [-& - S] 5 . los  cz 1012 
Single couiiting rate EI 2.5 E 1000 
Coiiicideiice couniling rate [:I < 0.1 > 20 
Time resolution bs] 100 88 
Mass resolution [a.m.u.] 0.7 E 1 
(*) Parameters of 235U targets and tlie size of the time-detectors 
werevery close in bot11 installations. 
Pigure 4: One af the outside parts of tsvo-arm spectrometer situated a t  tlrrougli-going 
neugrsn clianrrel of WWR-M reactor (Pick-off detector clmmbers witli the ion guide tube 
are 8€?~?11>. 
Nuw I t  3s claer t b t  tlie cuincidence crsuirting rate of the fission events in principle 
may be increased hundreds times due to  iiicrease of neutron Bult aiid by usiirg time pick- 
sff degects~s witk greater &rea witImut any visible aggravatiori of tlie mass hnd eiiergy 
raotutlan, So, wen  t b  tnodei ttf two-srms time-of-fliglit spectrometer will make i t  possible 
to obta.in tlie ricli inforinatioii about bot11 fissioii fragiiiciits siniiiltaticouisly. 
The a.na.lysis of siicli aii iriforiiiatioii for riiaiiy fissile isotopes oT 'l"li, [J,  1'11, Aiii ,  (:iii, 
Bk, and Cf will give n possibility to check varioiis tlieor<:tic;il tiiodcls of fissioii tlyri;tiiiics 
and will help to answer such i~nportant questioiis as 
viscosity of nuclear matter on the way from the top of the berrier to scission point; 
nature of compact and deformed cold fragmentation processes; 
0 dynamics characteristics of fissioning nuclear system near tlie scission point. 
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3 MEASUREMENTS OF THE SECONDARY NEUTRON 
MULTIPLICITIES FROM TNE FRAGMENTS WITH 
THE DEFINITE MASSES, CHARGES AND TOTAL 
KINETIC ENERGIES IN THE THERMAL AND RE- 
SONANCE NEUTRON FISSION 
(PNPI, RI, MEPI) 
Investigatjons of this type are interesting for abtaining the inforrnation about exd- 
tation energy distributions for the fission fragments with fixed masses„ charges, and to td  
kinetic energies. In principle, this iiiformation can be extracted a n  tbe average from pre- 
cise measurements described above using tlie simple equatioli sf  tlie reaction energy balance: 
Here Milz - fragment masses after neutt-sn emission, 
l?zn - neutral1 mass, 
1' F2 - nunibers of secondary neutrons, 
E E - fission fragn~erit lijiiekic ansrgi*, 
tlie I<lilopiii Radium Institute by Shpakov et al. [I] for spoillaileous fissioii Q C  2"C? f .  
Exclusively interesti ~ i g  results liave bceii obtaiiicd iil tliese rrieacureiiioiits. 11 aeerns 
perspective to carry out tiie tneasurcliieiits of sccoiitlary iieii1roii iiiiilt,ipliciteiz; in the Assioii 
of sonie nuclei induced by thermal and resonance netitrsriis (G, < 16 f 20eTf). 
Figure 5: General view of $T-detector module togetlier witli tlie 6Li glass plate assembly.. 
At the first steps of tliese irivestigations, whicli we are planning to begin a t  WWR- 
M reactor, tIie modernized installation of tlie Radium Institute will be used. This set-up 
consists of two semisperical tanks with the Gd loaded liquid schtjllator arid with tlie inter- 
mediate shield against rescattering of the neutrons from one tank to anotlier. Tlie drawback 
of this faci'lity is a long dead time (2 ZOps), the very liigli y-ray background, aiid tlie im- 
possibility to  measure tIie neutron angular correlations and encrgies. 
Just because of these shortcomings we are planning to construct a new 4n- detector 
of secondary fission neutrons and yrays  consisting of many modules with differeiit kinds of 
operation depending on tlie aims of tlie experiments. 
Tlie main module for the neutron multiplicity measuremen t s  will contain tlie water 
as a neutron znoderator arid a numher of GLi glass plates inserted into the water for neutron 
absorption svith a high efficiency (Figs. 5, 6). Tbe main estirnated ~Iiaracteristics f  such a 
modrrle are cIrown in tlie Fig, 7. 
Neutron elrergies ior eaclr number of neutron ~ilultiplicity caii bc estimated by tlie 
s~~ecial msdute inserted betweexi tlie rnain modules using time-of-fliglit metliod. In tlie case 
of the y-ray ertergy and mtrltipIicity ineasuremedts, tlie 13GO crystali ~tlodules are plarined 
to be uscd. 
Figure 6: Preliininaay assembly tlie 6Li glas plates (5 X 0,5 X 150mm). 
Fission spectrum neutrons 
lifetime xl  Ow 
efficiency 
In all cases the precise back-to-back ionization chamber will be used for the identifi- 
cation of fragment masses, charges, and total kinetic energies. 
Tlie scientific program of tlie investigatioris consist,~ in 11ic coiiiparativc iiieasiirerncnts 
and analysis of tlie multiparameter data for tlie fission of ssnie nuclei induced by thermal 
and resonance neutrons. 
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4 THE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SPACE PARITY VIOl- 
LATION EFFECT IN POLARIZED SLOW NEUTRON 
FISSION OF HEAVY NUCLEZ AND P-EVEN EFFECTS 
CONNECTED WiTH P-ODD EFFECT 
(PNPI, FLNP JINR) 
Introduction 
Effect of space violation in the fission reaction displays itself in tlie experiment as 
an  appearance of the angular distribution asynmetry of tlie light (Iicavy) rissiori fragment 
ernission reIatively to the neutron polarization directioii [I]. 
Simultaneously the different P-even asyninietries of tlie angular distributions of fission 
fragments can be observed in tlie neutron fission. These asymmetries are the so-cded 
forward-backward asymmetry (Fn - f i )  and left-right asymmerty (uJ&, X Fj]). Here Fn, a7, 
and jfj are unit vectors of the momentum and polarization of iieutron alid momentum of 
tlie iight (Iieavy) fission fragments. 
These P-even effects are weil known and understandable interference effects. The 
i~ivestigations of these effects together with P-odd asymmetry effect .pf) of space parity 
violation are very useful because of some similarities in tlie formation machanisms in fission 
process [2,3]- 
In this way the important information can be obtained not only about different 
manifestations of P-odd NN-interaction in complex nuclei and reactions but also about 
some details of frssion reaction and properties of tlie compouiid states iii tlie fissile nuclei. 
At present the extstence of the P-odd effect of space parity violation fission process 
2s ohserlred in aeutron fissisn of six elements, namely 2 2 9 ~ h ,  233,235~3 239241plL, arid 241Am 
b41* 
An reznarkablt: feature of the obtaix~ecl results is that the absolute valltes of P-odd 
oqnimetry c ~ e f f i ~ i x ~ n t ~  Gnj are equal to E (1 - 5 )  - m4 for all cases arid tlie sigils of these 
r;ffet;k;l ;tre 6 1 1 ~  s m e  for fuw nuclei in six ones studicd. In tliis coIlnectioli tlie supposihn 
appeared that tlie values of P-odd asyminetry coefiicients a.rc not obeyed tlie law of tlie ran- 
doin fliictiia.tioii expected in tlie sf.atistical iiiodcl oT tlir pari1.y iiiisiiig of tlict rnriipoiiiid 
nuclciis statcs [2,3]. 'l'lic iiiidcrstaiidiiig aP thc i.<iiilfioiis t)f srich possil>fc cctirol;i.tioiis i ~ i  s i p i  
and magnitude seems to bc very importa.nt  rot. oinly Tor t1ie scarcli of I~ot ld  cffects but for 
tlie investigations of fissioii reaction ifselfes. Additional inforiiiatioii ab0111 tliis plic~iotiiciion 
can be obtained from tlie measurements of tlie P-even asyniriietry co~fficient niagriittidcs 
and signs for the Same fissile nuclei. 
The most perspective isotopes for future investigations are sliown in this table. 
It is important to emphasize the special interest of P-odd effect observation in sub- 
barrier fission (for example in 237Np) because of the poscibility of existente of the specific 
barrier enhancement machanism for P-odd effect [5,6]. 
It is very interesting to measure P-odd effects for some fissib isotopes raf Cm and Cf 
because a sharp decrease of P-odd effect in tlie 2 4 6 ~ m  fission seems to  be observed In Dur 
work [4]. 
If this effect will be confirmed in future experiments such an informstion cm be the 
first indication of special role of the pear sliape deformation of ficaioning nocleus near .the 
top of external fission barrier in P-odd effect formstion. 
Measurements planned can be carried out sii the vertkal neutrotx cllaxrnel of the 
WWR-M reactor or a t  special polarized neutron beam PN-7 in ILL. 
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work [3]. But this work was carried out witli rather poor mass resolution ( A M  N G - 8 
a.tn.u.) a.nd not sufiicient statistical acciiracy. 
Now our result can be improved in statistics aboiit teil times and tlie mass resolution 
about A M  5 3 - 4 a.m.u. can be archived. We plan to dcvelop and to use a new metbod 
of tlie fragment mass and charge identification based on tlie registration of 7-lines charac- 
teristic of. tlie fission fragment y-ray spectrum. Using tliis metliod it will be possible to 
measure P-odd (P-even) effect coefficients for individual elements (fission fragments). The 
main ctifficulty when using this identification method in tlie P-odd (P-even) effect studies 
consists in the necessity of precise spectroscopic measurernents a t  tlie couiitiiig rate as high 
as (los - 10~)s-'. But now such a difficulty can be overcome. 
The carrying out of tliese investigations may prove to be a crucial test to confirm 
one of the main theoretical assumption about special role of the transitisii states iii P-odd 
(P-wen) effect formation mechanism and about the stage of formation of tlie observed mass 
distribution. 
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4.3 THE STUDY OF AVERAGING LAWS FOR VALUES OF P-ODD AND 
P-EVEN EFFECTS IN THE FISSION OF HEAVY NUCLEI INDUCED BY 
RESONANCE NEUTRONS 
(PNPI, JINR(FLNP), ITEP) 
The modern theoretical descriptions of P-odd and P-even asymmetries of tlie fis- 
sion fragment angular distributions induced by slow neutrons are based on tlie assumption 
about tlie accidental nature of tlie fluctuations of physical values involved in corresponding 
equations for asymmetry coefficients [1,2]: 
In t l m e  equations justified to the simplest approxiniation when only two isolated 
compound states with oppesite parities are niixed, the follorving notations are introdirced: 
u%l &Fj - unit vectors af neutron polarization, and neutron and fission fragment 
rnomenta (of tlite separated mass graup), rcspcctivcly 
QQpl Q„ - spin factors; 
f 
- neutroii and fissioii widtlis of tlic iiiixiiig coiiil)o~iiid statcs; 
E ,  E - eiiergies 01 tlic riiixiiig s, p-statcs; 
Vsp - single-particle oyerator of wack N N-iiiteractioii; 
Acp„ - phase differences of the mixing s- and p-compouiid states. 
When the effects are averaged over sufficiently wide neutron energy range (AE 2- J?), 
wi thin the framewoork of theoretical ideas [1,2] accidental fluctuations of the absolute va- 
lues and signs of the effect values around Zero average one are expected. However, there are 
otlier theoretical approaclies for description of P-odd and P-even effects in nuclear reacti- 
ons (e.g.[3]) based on tlie so-calied valence mechanism wliicli leads to some correlations for 
values and sings of the effects and to the deviation from the statistical law. 
The study of the role of these two probable mechanisms in the formation of P-odd 
effecis in tlie complicated nuclear systems and procecses is tlie princlyai task of the research 
of space parity violation phenomena and the fission process itselfes. 
To archieve this aim, the following experiments are planned: 
1. Measurements of the average values of P-odd asymmetry coefficients such as (8, .fi) 
and (C?, .&) in the different fissile systems and in the wide energy range of polarized 
resonance neutrons E, < 100 eV. 
2. Cornparative measurements of the B-even forward-bachward asymmetry coefficients 
such as (& P'f) for different fissile nuclei (e.g, 2331235U, 2 3 9 P ~ )  in the wide energy 
range of resonance neutrons E, < 140 eV. 
3. Comparative measurements of the energy dependence sf different P-even symmetry 
coefficients for angular distributions of fission fragments at, and 5;; in the vicinity 
of a few strong p-wave resonances. 
The latter experimeiuts are dedicated tn detailed check af 'Ehe existing .tlt~?tsratkal 
description of P-odd effects in nuclear fiscion. Aa ~ e l l  ki~own, E11 the 
difficulties of the joint description of these effects wem noted, which 
now [4]. 
The experimental stuidies melitioned above are plmned to Be U& 33, $ln- 
neutron time-of-flight spectrometer GNEIS(PMPI), IBR-30 rearst;or (31N m$ w3kh 
the use of multirotor mechanical choppizr-nionocI~romators ptem rnanufac%wed 2% ITEP 
(see Capter 4.4). 
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4.4 NEUTRON BEAM MULTIROTOR MECHANICAL MONOCHROMA- 
TOR CHOPPER SYSTEM 
(PINP, ITEP) 
This multipurpose set-up is intended to obtain high intensity of tlie pulsed of pseudo 
monochromatic neutron beam in eV-energy range. Tlie width sf tlie separated energy in- 
terval AE depends on tlie .average value of energy range and tbe rotation frequency of 
mechanical rot& having tlie magnetic support. Every rotor has 10 rectangular slits with 
the symmetry axes lying in the horizontal plane whicli is orthogonal to the rotation axis. 
An average energy E. of separated interval AE can be clianged by tlie proper set 
of the phase differences for the synchronously resolving rotors. Inside of separated interval 
AE, the neutron energies can be measu~ed using time-of-flight method with energy resolu- 
t i m  6E depending on the rotation speed and tlie fiiglit patli length. 
Using a number of identical rotors (up to 6) situated at given distances one by one, 
it is possible to shape neutron beam having a rectangular cross-section and..very low -y and 
neiutrotl Seckground with energies beyond of separated intervall AE. Tliis chopper system 
will be installed at the radial neutron channel GEK-1 of the PIK-reactor. 
The acting model with 4 rotors was installed now at tlie horizontal neutron beam of 
the WWR-M reactor. 
The main cdculated parameters of the neutron chopper are given in the Table. Tlie 
general layout of the set-up together with tlie neutroti polarizer (this version of arrangement 
will be used for P-odd and T-violating effects researcli in separated neutron resonances) is 
shown in the Fig. 8. In the pictures 9, 10 and 11 some parts of tlie experiniental set-up at 
the horizontal beem of the WWR-M reactor are shown. 
size number frequency E A E 6 E L ( A E >  L(6E)  
of slit of slits 
cm2 - Hz eV eV eV 5 - S - A l 3  $$.s.SE 
1 0.16 0.05 2.3 io6 7 105 
Tlie quantities 6E and In are given for tlre fliglit patli length of 9 m and resonance 
neutron flux a t  the bottom of GEK-1 cliannel of the PIK-reactor @, = G ? 1013n/cm2. s 9 eV. 
The experimental set-up described above can be effectively used in all cases when 
tltere is a need to carry out the measurements in comparatively narrow energy range (e.g. 
tlae researcfi of fission parameters or asearcli and measurements of P- and T-nonconservation 
effects in separate neutron resonances and etc.) 
In the  low energy Zange this st-up can complete successfuliy with such powerful neu- 
tron sources an; ;lBR-30 or LANSCE: 
IBB-  30: 4P e 
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Figure 8: General scheme of the multirotor chopper-monochromator with neutron polarizer- 
analizer sys tems. 
pigure 10: One of tlie tnodriles of tlie ~tiultirotor systcn~ at tlic ireiitroii l>aeni of WWIL-M 
reäctor. 
5 STUDIES OF THE FISSION PROCESS OF HEAVY 
NUCLEI INDUCED BY RESONANCE AND FAST NEU- 
TRONS USING THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT TECHNIQUE 
(PNPI, JINR(FLNP), PI) 
Int  roduction 
Up to now, one of tlze most interesting and at the satne time tlie least stuäied phe- 
nomenon is a problem of the channel nature of neutron induced fission of heavy nuclei. 
-. ' " 
Nowadays, a liypothesis about tlie existente of c6mparativel~ srnall number of transition 
states (fission channels) first advanced by A, Bohr [l] is devdoped furtliw inta the Brosa'i 
model 121. Within the framework of this model many experimental facts obtained recently 
were explained successfully. Nowadaya, the connection between these two fissisn msdals 
is the object of theoretical research. However, unsohed as b e b e  is a qvestion &out tlicl 
influence of fission channels on such fission characteristics as tlie energy an$ mdtiplicity sf 
fission r-quanta and the multipiicity of prompt ftssion neutrens. Besides a problem meritia- 
ned above, the experimental studies of these characteristics enable one to abtain informatian 
about the fissioni process dynamics and its energy balance as well as t h  spectro~copy data 
about highly excited states of lieavy nuclei a t  normal (in the I-st potential weil of tthe two- 
humped fission barrier) andl large (in the 2-nd well) deformation. 
The utilization of the time-of-flight technique jn conjitnctisn with higk intensity pul- 
sed neutron sourlcps gives an opportunity to carry out inveatigatims with resonmce neutrms 
witliin a wide entergy range (up to 500 eV fsr fissile nueleii). The mear;urementi; ~f thtr cha- 
racteristics mentioned above for neutron resrsnanraes which are in faet aucltrar states ~ 4 t h  
determined spin arid parity, enable one to ascertain unambiguousiy the conrtaetri~~i tie%ween 
tbesc cliaracteristics and tlie quantum numbers oifissien cliaansls, 
To solve the problems enumerated absve, sne hw a, nsed for new experjxncglntd rlah 
for a large number of fissile (by thermal and resoniancca tieutmsis glplcl%l ar; W& lar 
even-even actinides. At present, tlie 8vailalile data are restricted by "?WU, sg+.hSgPu adyW 
Furthermore, these data arc sometvhat contradictory by charact~r, arid t1~4r a c ~ ~ r a ~ y  is 
not high enough. ActuaDy* an analsgcm ilif~rn~ation for svera- 
the resonance energy range. 
Within thle framework sf  this problarr, we are 
rimeiital studies, 
5.1 MEASUREMEN'SS OF TH33 VARIATIONS OF TWE P 
TOTAL ENEWY AN33 TRE MUL"I"XB 
TRONS FOR EVEN-OfPD FISSILE NU 
RESONANCE NEUTRONS 
fliglit spectrometer GNEIS [4] iii Gatcliina and tlie anal~ogous technique a t  IBR-30 puised 
reactor in Dubna (fig.12). 
5.2 MEASUREMENTS OF THE VARIATIONS OF THE MTILTJE'LICITY 
AND TOTAL ENERGY OF FISSION 7-QUANTA AND THE MULTIPLI- 
CITY OF PROMPT FISSION NEUTRONS FOR EVEN-EVEN HEAVY NUCLEI 
(2369238U, 2387240Pu etc.) INDUCED BY RESONANCE (E,  < 2 keV) AN33 FAST 
NEUTRONS (E, E 1 MeV) 
In this case, the maesurements with resonance neutrons give oppsrtunlty to  stiidy 
the subtlireshold fission cliaracterized by strong influence d tlie class-I1 compuond states (in 
the 2-nd potential well) on tlie properties of fission cliannels. Tlie measurements witli fast 
neutrons in the near threshold vjbrational resonances could lielp t o  understand tlie nature 
of the class-I1 states associated with these resonances and tliat of the corresponding fission 
channels. 
5.3 MEASUREMENTS OF THE FISSION CROiSS SECTIONS, THE MASS 
AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS FOR HEAVY 
NUCLEI WITH FAST NEUTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE UP T0 100 
MeV 
A few experiments of the types enumerated above were already carried out a t  our 
TOF-facility GNEIS or are in Progress [4,6]. 
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One-armed fission fragment time-of-flight spectrometer 
with fissile target near the reactor core 
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute 
The general scheme of the one-armed time-of-flight spectrometer at the research 
MEPhI reactor [ l ]  is shown in FLG.1. The fissile target 1 is located facing the reactor 
core center close to the bottom of the vertical evacuated beam tube 2. The hibe is 7.3m 
long with inner diameter 23 mm. The thermal neutron flux at the target position is about 
3.7*1011 n*cm-%-l with the cadmium ratio >=400. The installation efficiency is increased 
by an electrostatic particle guide (EPG) System, which is provided by a tubular coaxial 
capacitor formed by the tube wall and a thin meta1 wire electrode stretched along i-ts axis, 
~ Wheri the central electrode is at -2.5 kV potential to the tube wall, the efficiency ratio of 
the spectrometer is about 50 times the geometrical one and amounts to 1.5*10-~. For a 
typical target of 5Omkg 2 3 5 ~  one can detect abouf 35 events per second. 
The fragment mass is obtained by fission fragment time-of-flight between Wo 
microchannel plate time pick-off detectors (TPD) 4,7 and its kinetic energy, which 1s 
measured by a semiconductor detector (SCD) 8 or a gas ionization chamber (GE). The 
detector chamber 6 is used for setting up the additional TPR when measuring the 
~ spectrometer time resolution by the method described in 111. Such a concept of the 
spectrometer assembly provides the possible statistics iricrease campared with the wel'l- 
known "Cosi Fan Tutte" installation. 
The spectrometer application range was substsntially br-sadened by inelüding tize 
nuclear charge measurement. This is done by means oF the gas ioniwtiun chamber, similtar 
to one described in ref. [23. 
The entrance window is manufactured from polypropilen wfth the thl~kness OF 40 arikg.emw 
2, while hexan at 75 torr is used as a working gas. The electrical field strength is about 6 
V/ (cm*torr). The time dependence of chamber characterisdcs withoui gas chednge is s 
in Fig.2,3. The nuclear charge of the fission fragmerlt is detemiaied Ety t k  measuremerif 0f 
its range in the chamber. This range is derived from -rhe Eoiilswirng eqila3aiiian 4Sitkirrg gn#3 
account very mall angufar divergente of the fragmmt beam) 
R=Lv*t, 
where L is the distance beheen the Frish gri 
electron drift vebcity and It is the rneastued t&e diiiffe 
second TPD and the chamber aniode signat The c 
Willer relationship C31 
~ = b  (EIMI 112*~-2/3. (E, 
We have assumed tkis relation to be valid with possibie mass-or-energy dependent 
corrections, therefore 
t=a+b (E* M) I/~*Z-~/S+C*M+~* E 
The last member of this equation happened to be negligible and was later omitted. The 
coefficients a,b,c were obtained by seeking the minimum of the least-squares functional [41 
F= SUM(<t>„Mj-a-b(EiMj) 112*<Z-213>EiMj-~Mj) 2/D1SP (Cf>), 
i, j 
where <PEiMj was the mean t vaiue For given fragment mass and energy. The <Z-2/3>EiMj 
values were determined with the  independent yields data frorn ref. [SI. The summation was 
made for the set of {Ei) values of ref. [5] and for all masses of the light group. 
The mass and energy calibration were performed as described by us in [16] by the 
mininkation of the difference between the measured integral mass spectrum and the known 
one for 235U (n„f) fission, assuming the parameterization suggested by Shmitt [7] . 
Thaugh this procedure happened to be adequate for semiconductor detectors, we had to 
introduce an additional correction for fragment energy measured with the GIC: 
E'=E+a* (E-<E>), 
where <E> is the mean energy for a given mass, and a is about 0.1. The quality of mass 
and charge spectra obtained for 23sU(n„f) fission is demonstrated by Fig.4-6, where cold 
fragmentation region spectra together with the measured dependence of proton odd-even 
effect vs. energy are presented. 
This spectrometer provided the performance of fine structure investigations in fission 
fragment spectrci for 233*235U, 242mAm,249Cf fission with thermal neutrons at a relatively low- 
power reactor. Tke necessary statistics is about 106-107 events. Some most interesting 
results are shown in Fig.7-9. The comparison of cold fragmentation mass spectra of 
242"Amfnth,f) with 241Am(2n,f) da% from ref. [8] is important for studying the spin 
depeddence of fission parameters. A special type fine structure in the form of linear ridges 
was Erst fsund in mass-energy spectra for 233-235U I91 (Fig.8), these ridges seem to be 
coupied with neueon evaporation from fragments t lO] .  We consider it rather interesting 
that the estd hgmenhtion spectra for 249Cf fission (Fig.9) dernonstrate the peculiarity of 
CF fm pracfically one arid fhe same fissile system at different initial deformati~ons, where 
the descenb stärts. 
Ameng the Future plans tfiere are comparative studies of spontaneous ws. induced 
fission for Cm isotopes. is spectrometer also serves as a prototype of the dauble-amed 
ectrometec with 3nternaf &rgeE ""ILEMBSYha;f. VVR-M reactor in Gatchina, which is undw 
constntetion in f:oIfabostr$ion tvith DL G.Pe&av's grwp . 
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